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TI´TULO DA TESE: Reconhecimento de poses e acc¸o˜es humanas usando redes neuronais
Resumo
Esta tese foca a detecc¸a˜o de pessoas e o reconhecimento de poses usando redes neu-
ronais. O objectivo e´ detectar poses humanas num ambiente (cena) com mu´ltiplas
pessoas e usar essa informac¸a˜o para reconhecer actividade humana. Isto e´ alcanc¸ado
ao detectar, em primeiro lugar, pessoas numa cena e, seguidamente, estimar as suas
juntas corporais de modo a inferir poses articuladas.
O trabalho desenvolvido nesta tese explorou me´todos de redes neuronais e de
aprendizagem profunda. A aprendizagem profunda permite que modelos com-
putacionais compostos por mu´ltiplas camadas de processamento aprendam repre-
sentac¸o˜es de dados com mu´ltiplos n´ıveis de abstrac¸a˜o. Estes me´todos teˆm drasti-
camente melhorado o estado-da-arte em muitos domı´nios como o reconhecimento
de fala e a classificac¸a˜o e o reconhecimento de objectos visuais. A aprendizagem
profunda descobre estruturas intr´ınsecas em conjuntos de dados ao usar algoritmos
de propagac¸a˜o inversa (backpropagation) para indicar como uma ma´quina deve al-
terar os seus paraˆmetros internos que, por sua vez, sa˜o usados para processar a
representac¸a˜o em cada camada a partir da representac¸a˜o da camada anterior.
A detecc¸a˜o de pessoas em geral e´ uma tarefa dif´ıcil dado a` grande variabilidade de
representac¸o˜es devido a diferentes escalas, vistas e ocluso˜es. Uma estrutura de de-
tecc¸a˜o de objectos baseada em caracter´ısticas convolucionais de mu´ltiplos esta´gios
para a detecc¸a˜o de pedestres e´ proposta nesta tese. Esta estrutura estende a es-
trutura Fast R-CNN com a combinac¸a˜o de va´rias caracter´ısticas convolucionais de
diferentes esta´gios da CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) usada de modo a mel-
horar a precisa˜o do detector. Isto proporciona detecc¸o˜es de pessoas com elevada
fiabilidade numa cena, que sa˜o posteriormente conjuntamente usadas como entrada
no modelo de estimac¸a˜o de poses humanas de modo a estimar a localizac¸a˜o de
articulac¸o˜es humanas para a detecc¸a˜o de mu´ltiplas pessoas numa imagem.
A estimac¸a˜o de poses humanas e´ obtido atrave´s de redes neuronais convolucionais
profundas que sa˜o compostas por uma se´rie de auto-codificadores residuais que
fornecem mu´ltiplas previso˜es que sa˜o, posteriormente, combinadas para fornecer
um “mapa de calor” de articulac¸o˜es corporais. Nesta topologia de rede, as car-
acter´ısticas da imagem sa˜o processadas ao longo de va´rias escalas, capturando as
va´rias relac¸o˜es espaciais associadas com o corpo humano. Repetidos processos de
baixo-para-cima e de cima-para-baixo com supervisa˜o interme´dia para cada auto-
codificador sa˜o aplicados. Isto resulta em mapas de calor 2D muito precisos de
estimac¸o˜es de articulac¸o˜es corporais de pessoas.
Os me´todos apresentados nesta tese foram comparados com outros me´todos de
alto desempenho em bases de dados de detecc¸a˜o de pessoas e de reconhecimento de
poses humanas, alcanc¸ando muito bons resultados comparando com outros algorit-
mos do estado-da-arte.
IV
PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Detecc¸a˜o de objectos, detecc¸a˜o de pedestres, caracter´ısticas em
mu´ltiplas etapas, pose humana, aprendizagem profunda, redes neuronais.
Human pose and action recognition using neural networks
Abstract
This thesis focuses on detection of persons and pose recognition using neural net-
works. The goal is to detect human body poses in a visual scene with multiple
persons and to use this information in order to recognize human activity. This is
achieved by first detecting persons in a scene and then by estimating their body
joints in order to infer articulated poses.
The work developed in this thesis explored neural networks and deep learning
methods. Deep learning allows to employ computational models that are composed
of multiple processing layers to learn representations of data with multiple levels
of abstraction. These methods have greatly improved the state-of-the-art in many
domains such as speech recognition and visual object detection and classification.
Deep learning discovers intricate structure in data by using the backpropagation
algorithm to indicate how a machine should change its internal parameters that are
used to compute the representation in each layer from the representation provided
by the previous one.
Person detection, in general, is a difficult task due to a large variability of rep-
resentation due to different factors such as scales, views and occlusion. An object
detection framework based on multi-stage convolutional features for pedestrian de-
tection is proposed in this thesis. This framework extends the Fast R-CNN frame-
work for the combination of several convolutional features from different stages of
a CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) to improve the detector’s accuracy. This
provides high quality detections of persons in a visual scene, which are then used
as input in conjunction with a human pose estimation model in order to estimate
human body joint locations of multiple persons in an image.
Human pose estimation is done by a deep convolutional neural network composed
of a series of residual auto-encoders. These produce multiple predictions which are
later combined to provide a heatmap prediction of human body joints. In this net-
work topology, features are processed across all scales capturing the various spatial
relationships associated with the body. Repeated bottom-up and top-down process-
ing with intermediate supervision for each auto-encoder network is applied. This
results in very accurate 2D heatmaps of body joint predictions.
The methods presented in this thesis were benchmarked against other top-
performing methods on popular datasets for human pedestrian and pose estimation,
achieving good results compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
KEYWORDS: Object detection, pedestrian detection, multi-stage features, human pose,
deep learning, neural networks.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter introduces the scope of this thesis, namely about object recognition,
action perception and deep learning.
1.1 Scope of the thesis
When watching a movie, we promptly recognize the scene and the elements in it, like persons,
buildings, environments, cars, animals, etc. We can identify the location, a specific actor, the
breed of a dog, or the brand of a car. Like many other natural tasks that the human brain
performs with apparent ease, visual recognition has turned out to be difficult to reproduce in
artificial systems [Poggio and Ullman, 2013]. This task is a very challenging computational
problem that will likely play a significant role in eventually making intelligent machines, and
it is also a still open key problem in neuroscience.
We perceive with apparent ease the three-dimensional (3D) structure of the world around
us, taking into account many phenomena like structure, translucency, patterns of light and
shading across surfaces: the visual scene. Perceptual psychologists have spent decades trying
to understand how the visual system works, but a complete solution to this puzzle still
remains elusive [Lindsey, 2000; Livingstone, 2008]. Researchers in computer vision have
been developing mathematical techniques for recovering the shape and appearance of objects
in images [Szeliski, 2011]. For example, we now have reliable techniques for accurately
computing a partial 3D model of an environment from thousands of partially overlapping
photographs [Snavely et al., 2006]. Given a large enough set of views of a particular object
1
2or fac¸ade, it is now possible to create accurate and dense 3D surface models using stereo
matching [Mei et al., 2011]. We can also track a person who moves against a complex
background [Liu et al., 2015a], or attempt to find and name all persons in a photograph
by using a combination of face, clothing and hair detection and recognition [Zhang et al.,
2015a]. However, despite all of these advances, it still remains an aspiration to have a
computer which is able to interpret an image at the same level as a small child, for example
to count all animals in a picture.
Understanding why and how vision is such a difficult task is crucial if we want to solve
biological and computer vision. But why is vision so difficult? In part, it is because vision is
an inverse problem, in which we seek to recover some unknowns given insufficient information
to fully specify the solution [Szeliski, 2011]. Therefore, we must resort to physical and
probabilistic models to disambiguate between potential solutions. Also, modeling the visual
world is presently one of the most difficult tasks. For example, modeling the visual world
in all of its rich complexity is far more difficult than modeling the vocal tract. In computer
vision, researchers try to describe the seen world in one or more images in ways such that
the worlds can be reconstructed by their properties such as shape, illumination and color.
Object recognition remains a hot topic in computer vision research [LeCun et al., 2015;
Szeliski, 2011]. This thesis provides a special focus on this particular area where objects
(persons in this case) populate cluttered real-world scenes. Regarding other popular areas
of research in computer vision, a wide variety of real-world applications are being tackled:
optical character recognition (OCR) by reading handwritten postal codes on letters [LeCun
et al., 1990] and automatic number plate recognition [Chang et al., 2004]; machine inspection
with rapid parts inspection for quality assessment using stereo vision with specialized illu-
mination to measure tolerances of aircraft wings or car parts, or looking for defects in steel
castings using X-rays [Jia, 2009]; retail using object recognition for automating checkout
lanes [Novak, 1996]; 3D model building (photogrammetry) with fully automated construc-
tion of 3D models from aerial photographs [Haala and Kada, 2010] as used in systems such
as Bing Maps; medical imaging by registering pre-operative and intra-operative imagery or
performing image-guided neurosurgery [Archip et al., 2007; Marreiros, 2016]; car safety by
detecting unexpected obstacles such as pedestrians on the road, under conditions where ac-
tive vision techniques such as radar or lidar do not work well [Miller et al., 2009; Urmson
et al., 2009]; motion capture (mocap) by using retro-reflective markers viewed from mul-
3tiple cameras or other vision-based techniques to capture actors for computer animation
[Andrews et al., 2016]; surveillance by monitoring for intruders [Ahmed et al., 2010] and
analyzing highway traffic [Cheng and Hsu, 2011]; fingerprint recognition and biometrics for
automatic access authentication as well as forensic applications [Cappelli et al., 2010].
For many surveillance applications [Ahmed et al., 2010; Garcia-Martin and Martinez,
2010], the perception of other people’s behavior is of particular importance. The perception
of human action has some tradition in practical philosophy [Meggle, 1977] and a compre-
hensive representation of the various aspects of the perception of human action and body
movements is necessary. The enormous number of possibilities requires us to syntactically
describe them into easy-to-grasp concepts. For example, observers can draw an ample variety
of information from the stream of behavior:
• Simple and complex body movements or actions with or without objects, such as
walking, dancing, picking up a cup or tying a tie [Loula et al., 2005];
• Real or pretended internal states, i.e., intentions, motives or emotions that are par-
ticularly reflected in expressive behavior such as effort, anxiety or happiness [Dolan,
2002];
• Various verbal and paralinguistic pronouncements [Batliner et al., 2000];
• Symbolic actions such as greeting [Nehaniv et al., 2005]; and
• Social actions such as helping or cooperating [Adolphs, 2003].
We do not perceive human movements as mere changes in the locations of parts of the
body when visualizing/classifying tasks like walking, dancing, playing cards or eating. This
classification seems to be effortless, considering the complex and temporally extended sensory
information involved in such actions. Evidence from psychology and neurology suggests an
existence of a conceptual system that represents knowledge about the world and a perceptuo-
motor system that underlies movement specification [Cook et al., 2014].
This thesis focuses on the perception of instrumental behavior for activity recognition.
Instrumental behavior can be subdivided into simple body movements (operations), actions
and activities [Prinz, 1996]. Highly automated simple body movements such as walking
or grasping are the basis of simple intentional actions like throwing a ball. Perceiving an
action requires a relationship between movements, intentions and effects. The perception of
4symbolic actions such as signing a contract or more complex activities that include many
actions, such as preparing a family reunion, requires a semantic integration of visual features
of movement and actions, verbal communications and prior knowledge. This information is
important in order to classify human actions in visual scenes.
Concerning machine vision, perceiving humans and their activities in a visual scene usu-
ally requires the machine to be able to reason from a set of sequences of body movements
and actions and to understand what activities are being performed. We, as human beings,
have long dreamed of creating machines that could not only see but also think and reason.
With the appearance of machine learning, this recurring dream is turning into reality. To-
day, machine learning is a thriving field with many practical applications and active research
topics [Goodfellow et al., 2016; LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015]. We develop intel-
ligent software to automate routine labor, understand speech or images, make diagnoses in
medicine and support basic scientific research.
The challenge to artificial intelligence is solving tasks that are easy for people to perform
but hard to describe in a formal way that we solve intuitively, like recognizing spoken words
or faces in images. Allowing computers to learn from experience and to understand the world
in terms of a hierarchy of concepts, with each concept being defined in terms of its relation
to simpler concepts, proved to be the solution. This approach can be viewed as gathering
knowledge from experience, and avoids the need for human operators to formally specify all
of the knowledge that the computer needs.
This means that the choice of representation has an enormous effect on the performance of
machine learning algorithms. For many tasks, however, it is difficult to know what features
should be extracted. Let us take a car as an example. It can be characterized as a composition
of wheels, doors, windows, a chassis, seats, etc., so we might like to use the presence of a
wheel as a feature. It is difficult to describe exactly what a wheel looks like in terms of pixel
values. A wheel has a simple geometric shape, but lighting effects, shadows and occlusions
produced by other objects can significantly alter the composition of this particular object.
One possible solution to this problem is to use machine learning to discover not only the
mapping from representation to output but also the representation itself. This approach is
known as representation learning. Learned representations usually result in a much better
feature representation and performance than those engineered by hand. Deep learning solves
the representational problem by introducing representations that are expressed in terms of
5other, simpler representations.
Deep learning allows algorithms to build complex concepts out of simpler ones. Besides
learning the right representation from data, another important aspect of deep learning is
that depth allows to learn a multi-step computer algorithm. Each layer of the representation
can be viewed as one stage of a pipeline with growing complexity. Machine learning is the
only viable approach to building AI systems that can operate in complicated, real-world
environments. Deep learning is a particular kind of machine learning that achieves great
power and flexibility by learning to represent the world as a nested hierarchy of concepts,
with each concept defined in relation to simpler concepts, and more abstract representations
computed in terms of less abstract ones. Broadly speaking, the deep learning field of research
can be characterized by a few key trends [LeCun et al., 2015]:
• Deep learning has become more useful as the amount of available labeled training data
has increased;
• Deep learning models have grown in size over time as computer hardware and software
infrastructure has improved;
• Over time, deep learning has greatly improved performance in increasingly more com-
plex applications.
The deep learning phenomenon is often linked to several biological processes of the brain
[Bengio et al., 2015]. Although researchers like Bengio et al. have refered to the human brain
as an influence, the purpose of deep learning is not to attempt to simulate the human brain.
Modern deep learning draws inspiration from many fields, especially applied mathematics
like linear algebra, probability, information theory and numerical optimization. The main
reason for the small role of neuroscience in deep learning research today is that there isn’t
enough information about the brain to use it as a guide. To obtain a deep understanding of
the actual processes used by the brain, one would need to be able to monitor the activity
of thousands of interconnected neurons simultaneously. Because it is not feasible to do this
(yet), we are far from understanding even some of the most simple and well-studied parts of
the brain [Olshausen and Field, 2005].
The main focus on this thesis is the perception of human action in a visual scene. The
main topics are:
6• The computational implementation of a functional model for object detection in the
particular case of persons; and
• The development of a model for human pose inference; and
• To classify activities of persons in a visual scene.
In the next section, the structure of the thesis will be presented.
1.2 Overview of the thesis
This thesis is divided into six chapters, each one corresponding to a specific subject. It is
important to stress that some sections of the chapters may be slightly repeated because they
were based on papers that have already been published or will be published soon.
Chapter 2 presents a small overview of object recognition, human action and deep
learning. In the object recognition task, it starts by explaining the main difficulties in
perceiving objects from their surroundings with a brief explanation of the visual cortex
and the areas involved in perceiving objects. Then, object representation is addressed with
respect to human and computer vision. Finally, an overview of classic object recognition
methods from the computer vision literature is presented.
In human action perception, first human activity recognition is defined and then related
to how the human brain grasps this concept and how computer vision tackles the same
problem. This is achieved by first providing a brief overview of cortical areas responsive
to human action and body pose, and later by providing a brief overview of classic activity
recognition methods from the computer vision literature.
Finally, the concept of deep learning is generally explained, addressing some key aspects
namely neural networks, supervised learning, backpropagation and convolutional neural net-
works. Also, a generic view about image understanding and object recognition methods
employing deep learning is addressed.
Chapter 3 presents an initial study about person detection and action recognition in
the case of gestures. A biologically inspired vision method for human-robot interaction is
described that makes use of head and gesture recognition with biological descriptors. This
method integrates head and hand detection models using keypoint templates for matching
heads and hands with internal template datasets. This chapter was published by Saleiro
7et al. [2013]. This work provided some insights about object detection and action recognition
methods using classic methods, as described in Chapter 2, which were then explored in more
detail in Chapter 4, with more accurate methods and deep learning.
During the course of the research developed for this thesis, there was a shift in methodol-
ogy due to insufficient results provided by the hand-engineered features such as cortical key-
points used as the basic framework for this investigation. Although this previous framework
gave some satisfactory results for some tasks, for other tasks such as pedestrian detection
and body pose estimation, it did not provide sufficient results in comparison with other
state-of-the-art approaches. Also, with the emergence of deep learning methods (ConvNets)
which offered a better solution with better results and a simpler framework, it was necessary
to depart from the previous approach from the classic computer vision literature and explore
neural network methods. This proved to be the right course of action, resulting in several
improvements to the state-of-the-art methodology, which are described in more detail in the
contributions section in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4 presents a method for pedestrian detection using ConvNets. The proposed
method is built on the popular Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] framework for object detection
applied to pedestrians with some important modifications. These modifications take into
account complications of pedestrian detection like scales, view and occlusions, by extracting
and combining features from multiple layers of a ConvNet pipeline with different feature map
resolutions when classifying region proposals. A study about implementation variations of
the Fast R-CNN architecture is provided along with a benchmark of the proposed method on
a popular dataset for pedestrian detection with other state-of-the-art methods. This chapter
was fully published by Farrajota et al. [2016b].
Chapter 5 describes a human pose detection model using a series of deep convolutional
auto-encoders. The model recognizes human body joints by feeding an image of a centered
person as input to a series of auto-encoders composed of many convolutional layers, which
then generates a 2D heatmap of body joints. A detailed description of the model’s architec-
ture is provided, along with a benchmark comparison with other top-performing methods
on two popular datasets for human body joint detection. This chapter was submitted to the
8th Iberian Conference on Pattern Recognition and Image Analysis in 2017.
The final Chapter 6 provides a summary of major achievements, concluding remarks
and ideas for future research.

Chapter 2
Overview: Object Recognition,
Human Action and Deep Learning
This chapter briefly presents an overview of three major concepts explored in this
thesis, namely object recognition, human action and deep learning. First, the task
of visual object recognition is addressed, providing insights concerning cortical pro-
cesses of the human brain involved in visual object categorization and recognition.
This is followed by an overview of classic computer vision applications which are in-
spired by biological processes. Next, human action perception is introduced, how it
is perceived by the human brain and how computer vision tackles this task. Finally,
a brief introduction to deep learning is presented. It focuses on four key topics,
namely neural networks, supervised learning, backpropagation and convolutional
networks. Some major fields are addressed where deep learning has significantly
progressed the state-of-the-art in computer vision.
2.1 Object recognition
We still do not completely know how our visual system works. However, it has been the
subject of many studies [Bar et al., 2006; Hubel, 1995; Serre et al., 2005] from which some
theories about its inner workings have emerged. Some of the studies were done with expensive
equipment [Rodrigues, 2008] which enabled researchers to measure the activity levels in
particular brain regions when scenes or objects were shown to test persons.
We human beings are able to detect and recognize an infinity of objects almost instantly,
regardless of variations caused by shape, position, occlusion or illumination [Al-Absi and
Abdullah, 2009]. In a house, by peeking into a room, we instantly realize whether it is a
living room, a bedroom or an office, because we immediately recognize the kinds of objects in
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that room. This enables us to infer about the type of room that we are looking at [Vasudevan
and Ga¨chter, 2007] or predict which other objects we may expect in that room, even if we
have not yet seen those specific objects.
Object recognition is an ability that many animals, including us humans, possess. With
a simple observation of an object, we are able to identify and categorize it irrespective of the
countless variations that may occur due to illumination, position, occlusion or orientation
(both intra-class and inter-class variations). In that regard, it is a great challenge to develop
vision systems that may perform as good as we do. The main difficulties in the development
of such methods lie in the variations mentioned above and in the challenge of creating an
algorithm which is able to generalize the recognition of an object from a group of sample
images.
Regarding the process of recognition, for some time we used to think that our visual
system applies a sequence of processes: detection, segregation, categorization and recognition
[DiCarlo et al., 2012]. According to recent research [Bar et al., 2006; DiCarlo et al., 2012;
Oliva and Torralba, 2006], these processes cannot be completely sequential. They must
occur in “parallel” or at least partially. It was common to think that in order to recognize
an object, we first had to isolate it from the background. However, recent research suggests
that the categorization of objects occurs before segregation [DiCarlo et al., 2012]. In other
words, before we realize where the observed object is, the brain already knows which object
it is [Rodrigues and du Buf, 2009a]. Apart from all the advances in research, we still do not
know the exact order in which visual processes occur, nor in which cases there is parallel
processing.
Object recognition is one of the most popular topics being studied in computer vision
since it is connected to almost all applications [LeCun et al., 2015; Szeliski, 2011]. Significant
research has been done to develop representation methods and algorithms for recognizing ob-
jects in images captured under different conditions (points of view, illumination, occlusions,
etc.). In some cases of very distinct objects, such as fingerprints [Cappelli et al., 2010], faces
[Taigman et al., 2014] and pedestrians [Li et al., 2015], substantial success has been accom-
plished. For instance, fingerprint recognition systems achieve accuracies over 98% [Wang
et al., 2014]. For face recognition, the human-level performance in face verification (97.53%)
on the LFW dataset [Learned-Miller et al., 2016] has been surpassed by the method of Lu
and Tang [2014] with an accuracy of 98.52%. For pedestrian detection, we are getting close
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to human-level performance (5.62% miss rate), the best methods scoring less than 10% miss
rates [Zhang et al., 2016].
It is important to make a distinction between detection and recognition of objects. For
example, in an industrial environment, the objects to detect are previously well defined
and sometimes the position where they will appear is also known, making the recognition
task much easier and straightforward [Al Ohali, 2011]. On the other hand, if objects can
appear in any position, the task becomes a lot more challenging. If we consider that lots of
different objects may appear and that they may appear with different shapes and views and
in different and complex backgrounds, it becomes very hard to perform object recognition
using the methods from classical computer vision. Another aspect that makes it even harder
is if the objects are partially occluded. Many object recognition methods are based on the use
of big image data sets, containing multiple views of each object to be detected [Meger et al.,
2008]. It must be noted that the efficiency of the algorithms decreases and the processing
time increases with the increase of the number of objects in the datasets, since the number
of comparisons to be made between the objects from the data set and the captured image
grows. Another problem emerges from small variations in shape or view that objects may
have, even if they belong to the same class of objects. Taking these factors into account, it
is not hard to conclude that we are still far from having an object recognition system that
performs close to our own visual system.
2.1.1 Human vision
The human brain is an extremely complex and complicated machine. Estimates suggest that
our brain is composed of nearly 1012 neuronal cells, with each one receiving and transmitting
information to hundreds or even thousands of other neurons, with a total number of inter-
connections somewhere between 1014 and 1015 [Hubel, 1995]. This only suggests the raw
performance potential of the brain, not providing any concrete information regarding the
underlying, extremely optimized architecture, both anatomically and functionally, aspects
which are very hard to quantify [Hubel, 1995]. While individual neurons themselves are
relatively simple cells, they do not see, reason or remember, but the brain as a whole does.
Visual object recognition typically associates visual inputs - starting with an array of light
intensities falling on the retina - with semantic categories, for example “horse,” “bicycle” or
“face.” Any theory or computational system that attempts to implement or account for this
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Figure 2.1: Information flow in the visual cortex. Figure from DiCarlo et al. [2012].
process, including the visual recognition system in the ventral occipito-temporal pathway
of the human brain [Leeds, 2013], assumes a feedforward processing hierarchy in which the
features of representation progressively increase in complexity as one moves up [Riesenhu-
ber and Poggio, 1999]. The final output is a high-level object representation that allows
to assign category-level labels. Figure 2.1 shows a feedforward framework representation of
the information flow in the visual cortex proposed by DiCarlo et al. [2012]). Within this
framework, it is understood that there are several levels of intermediate feature representa-
tions which, although less complex than entire objects, capture important object-level visual
properties [Ullman et al., 2002]. However, at present there is little empirical data on the
neural representations between input image and object representation.
Research in neuroscience has shed some light on some processes and the actual circuitry
concerning how our visual system processes information. When we look at something, the
information captured in both retinae is propagated in the brain through the Lateral Genic-
ulate Nucleus (LGN) of the Thalamus into the Primary (Striate) Visual Cortex (V1), in the
cortical hyper-columns, where most neurons display a property called tuning - they only re-
spond to a specific set of stimuli within their receptive field [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991].
This selectivity means that they can effectively work as feature detectors. For example,
in the early visual areas, some neurons are tuned to simple patterns like corners, bars or
gratings. However, in higher areas, neurons are tuned to much more complex patterns, e.g.,
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in the Inferior Temporal Cortex (IT) a neuron may only fire when a certain face appears in
its receptive field.
In neuroscience, the concept of object recognition is difficult to grasp since it involves
several levels of understanding, from the information processing or computational level, to
the level of circuits, cellular and biophysical mechanisms. After decades of research effort,
neuroscientists working on functions in striate and extrastriate cortical areas have produced
a huge and still rapidly increasing amount of data, and the emerging scheme of how the
cortex performs object recognition is becoming too complex for any simple model [Serre
et al., 2005]. Recognition turns out to be a delicate compromise between selectivity and
invariance. Therefore, the key issue in object recognition is the specificity-invariance trade-
off: the system must be able to finely discriminate between different objects or object classes,
at the same time being tolerant to sometimes big object transformations which include
scaling, translation, rotation, changes of illumination, viewpoint, context and clutter, non-
rigid transformations such as a change of facial expression and, in the case of categorization,
also shape variations within a class [Serre et al., 2005].
Another problem that increases difficulty in modeling biological recognition is the defi-
nition of the instant when it all starts. Psychologists and psychophysicists, who study how
we perceive patterns and images, used to think that, before the processes of object catego-
rization and recognition could begin, the brain must first isolate a figure in an image (for
example, a tree or a piece of fruit) from its background. However, recent research suggests
that we actually classify objects before we have segregated them, or that both processes
occur in parallel. This means that by the time we realize that we are looking at something,
our brain already knows what it is [Oliva and Torralba, 2006].
2.1.2 Object representation
The human visual system has an impressive ability to recognize and categorize complex
three-dimensional objects [Cutzu and Edelman, 1998]. Recognition performance of human
observers is remarkable when accounting for variability in object appearance. The visual
system has to pass a long way from the retinal image to the characterization in terms of
geometrical structure, familiarity, etc. This variability stems from several sources. First, ob-
jects observed under different viewing conditions (for example, varying pose or illumination)
generally look different. Second, the appearance of different objects of the same category
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may vary significantly, often exceeding the variation between categories of related objects.
The visual system must treat these factors differently: although illumination-related
changes in object appearance are mostly ignored (unless the observer makes a special ef-
fort to determine the illumination under which a given image has been taken), view-related
changes must be both considered (people are usually aware of the orientation of an observed
object) and compensated for if the object is to be recognized irrespective of viewpoint. In
comparison, shape-related changes must be represented explicitly and acted upon if they are
significant. Moreover, it has been shown that the structure of objects is fundamental for
recognition [Vasudevan and Ga¨chter, 2007].
The most common features on which classical object recognition algorithms were based
are geometry, aspect and interest points. To analyze object geometry, some methods used
perspective invariant geometric primitives (lines, circles, etc.). Other algorithms for aspect
were based on patterns of the objects: features, textures, histograms, etc. [Shotton et al.,
2008]. Finally, the methods based on interest points search for certain regions in images
that are invariant to changes caused by illumination or scaling. One of the most used
representation methods for vision applications was the Scale-Invariant Feature Transform
(SIFT) algorithm [Lowe, 1999].
A conceptual advancement that facilitated recent progress in object recognition was the
idea of learning the solution to a specific classification problem from examples, rather than
focusing on the classifier design [Poggio and Ullman, 2013]. This was a pronounced de-
parture from the dominant practices at the time. Instead of an expert program with a
predetermined set of logical rules, the appropriate representational model was learned and
selected from a possibly infinite set of models, based on a set of examples. During learning,
a recognition scheme typically extracts a set of measurements (features), and uses them to
construct new object representations. This feature representation is then used to classify
and recognize objects. Feature selection and object representation are crucial because they
facilitate the identification of elements that are shared by objects in the same class and
support discrimination between similar objects and categories.
The organization of the visual cortex is hierarchical, with features of increasing complex-
ity represented at successive layers. Models of the visual cortex have naturally adopted
hierarchical structures: see Fig. 2.2 for a hierarchical HMAX model by Serre et al. [2007]. In
computer vision, the large majority of classical algorithms were non-hierarchical, but recent
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Figure 2.2: The hierarchical HMAX model of Serre et al. [2007]. In the figure, S1 corresponds
to a layer of simple cells, and C1 to complex cells in V1. Higher layers correspond to higher
cortical areas, with S4 possibly corresponding to IT and S5 to classification circuits in the
prefrontal cortex.
learnable representations derive some of their power from a hierarchical organization. One
possible role of feature hierarchies is the need to achieve a useful trade-off between selectiv-
ity to complex patterns and sufficient tolerance for changes in position and scale, as seen in
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the responses of IT neurons [Poggio and Ullman, 2013]. A second advantage of hierarchical
representations has to do with efficiency: computational speed and computational resources.
For instance, hierarchy may increase the efficiency of dealing with multiple classes in parallel,
hence by sharing features at multiple levels. Also, an increase in efficiency may be related
to sample complexity. Hierarchical architectures in which each layer is adapted through
learning the properties of the visual world may reduce the complexity of the learning task.
Finally, hierarchies also offer an advantage in not only obtaining recognition of the object
as a whole, but also in recognizing and localizing parts and subparts at multiple levels, such
as a face together with its eyes, nose, mouth, etc.
2.1.3 Classic object recognition methods
Over the last 20 years, the literature in computer vision concerning object recognition was
rich and diverse: a great variety of approaches. As of today, recent developments in computer
vision due to machine-learning algorithms established a clear separation between approaches
into two main categories: methods with hand-engineered features and methods with learned
features. Here, the former category is designated as classic. The latter, modern approach,
which will be introduced in Section 2.3.
Regarding classic object recognition approaches, there are several methods that can also
be split into two main types: dedicated methods [Al Ohali, 2011] and general methods [Alahi
et al., 2012; Bay et al., 2008; Calonder et al., 2012; Leutenegger et al., 2011; Strecha et al.,
2012]. The dedicated methods are developed with the goal of recognizing a limited num-
ber of objects and they are optimized to detect only those specific objects. These methods
are usually applied in industrial environments to inspect products and to monitor processes
[Al Ohali, 2011]. General object recognition methods work in a wider range of applica-
tions, despite of having a bigger computational cost [Bay et al., 2008]. Object recognition
methods rely on the extraction and recognition of image regularities taken under different
illuminations and pose. In other words, most algorithms use certain representations and
models to capture those characteristics, making it easier to identify the objects [Lowe, 2004].
The representations may be 2D images or 3D geometric models. The recognition procedure
is performed after the extraction of the fundamental features of the image, based on the
comparison of the models or object representations with the test image [du Buf et al., 2010].
General object recognition methods based on interest points were successful in object de-
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tection and recognition tasks. The SIFT method, proposed by Lowe [2004], was tested and
analyzed by Ramisa et al. [2008]. It was compared with the “bag of features” method pro-
posed by Niste´r and Stewenius [2006]. From the results obtained, Ramisa et al. verified that,
for textured objects with repetitive patterns, the results were similar for both algorithms.
Other methods improved the type of descriptors employed by SIFT, namely Speeded-Up
Robust Features (SURF) [Bay et al., 2008]. This algorithm was developed with the purpose
of being more efficient in terms of processing cost, and therefore it was more suitable for
real-time applications. According to the authors, the SURF algorithm was faster, but also
more robust and more precise than SIFT.
Another method based on interest points was inspired by biological processes, not only
being suitable for object recognition, but also for categorization [Rodrigues and du Buf,
2009a]. This method is based on multi-scale features: lines, edges and keypoints are extracted
by using the responses of simple, complex and end-stopped cells in cortical area V1. The
keypoints are used to build saliency maps that are then used for Focus-of-Attention (FoA).
A similar method [Saleiro et al., 2015] allowed to obtain 2D translation, rotation and scale
invariance through the dynamic mapping of saliency maps based on information provided
by multi-scale keypoints. The model is split into two parts: keypoints are used for object
recognition, and lines and edges for categorization. Apart from this division into two parts,
there is also a progression in detail of the flows of data, starting in both cases with a coarse
scale (less detail) and progressively using finer scales (more detail).
Besides interest points, other approaches used for general object recognition were based
on the sliding window approach [Dalal and Triggs, 2005; Dolla´r et al., 2009]. These methods
employed detection algorithms based on lower-level features like line/edge orientations [Dalal
and Triggs, 2005] and color transformations [Dolla´r et al., 2009], and they were successful in
specific tasks in object detection and classification [Felzenszwalb et al., 2013].
2.2 Human action
Human activity recognition plays a significant role in human-to-human interaction and inter-
personal relations [Vrigkas et al., 2015]. It provides information about the identity of persons,
their personality and psychological state, and, therefore, it is difficult to extract. The ability
of humans to recognize another person’s activities is a popular subject of study in computer
vision. As a result, many applications including video surveillance systems, human-computer
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interaction, and robotics for human behavior characterization, require an activity recognition
system.
The interest in the topic is motivated by the promise of many applications, both oﬄine
and online. For example, automatic annotation of video enables more efficient searching, like
finding tackles in football matches, hand shakes in news footage or typical dance moves in
music videos. Online processing allows for automatic surveillance, for example in shopping
malls or in smart homes for telecare support of the elderly. Interactive applications in
human–computer interaction or games also benefit from the advances in automatic human
action recognition.
The classification problem of human activity comprises two main subjects: what action
has been performed (i.e., the recognition problem) and where did it happen (i.e., the localiza-
tion problem). When attempting to recognize human activities, it is necessary to determine
the kinetic states of a person so that his/her activity can be successfully recognized. Ac-
tivities such as walking and running are relatively easy to recognize and they occur very
frequently in our daily life. On the other hand, more complex activities such as peeling
an orange are more difficult to identify. Complex activities may be decomposed into other,
simpler ones, which are generally easier to recognize. Usually, existing objects in a scene may
help to better understand human activities as they may provide useful information (context)
about the ongoing event [Gupta and Davis, 2007].
It is common in human activity recognition’s literature to assume a figure-centric scene
of uncluttered background where a person is free to perform an activity [Vrigkas et al.,
2015]. The development of a fully automated human activity recognition system capable of
accurately classifying a person’s activities is a challenging task due to several problems like
complex backgrounds, occlusions, variations in scale, viewpoint, illumination and appear-
ance [Vrigkas et al., 2015]. Moreover, intra- and interclass similarities make the problem
challenging: actions within the same class may be expressed by different people in various
ways with different body movements, and actions between different classes of actions may be
difficult to distinguish as they may be represented by similar information. This is due to the
way that humans perform an activity which depends on their habits, making the problem of
identifying the underlying activity difficult to determine.
The main goal of human activity recognition is to perceive activities from video sequences
or still images by correctly classifying input data into its underlying activity category. De-
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Figure 2.3: Decomposition of human activities. Figure from Vrigkas et al. [2015].
pending on their complexity, human activities can be categorized into (see Fig. 2.3) gestures,
atomic actions, human-to-object or human-to-human interactions, group actions, behaviors,
and events; for more information see Vrigkas et al. [2015]. Gestures are considered as basic
movements of the body parts of a person that may correspond to a particular action [Yang
et al., 2013]. Atomic actions are movements of a person describing a particular motion that
may be part of more complex activities [Ni et al., 2015]. Human-to-object or human-to-
human interactions are activities that involve two or more persons or objects [Patron-Perez
et al., 2012]. Group actions are activities performed by a group of persons [Tran et al., 2014].
Human behaviors refer to physical actions that are associated with emotions, personality and
the psychological state of an individual [Martinez et al., 2014]. Finally, events are high-level
activities that describe social actions between individuals and indicate the intention or the
social role of a person [Tian Lan et al., 2012].
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Figure 2.4: Representation of biologic motion by light points positioned at the joints of the
person. Figure adapted from Swettenham and Campbell [2005].
2.2.1 Human action and body pose perception by the human brain
Humans are exceptionally adept at recognizing the actions performed by others [Grossman
et al., 2000], even when the kinematic patterns of their movements are portrayed by only
a handful of light points attached to the head and other body joints [Johansson, 1973]
(Fig. 2.4). Static frames with such light points appear to us as meaningless clusters of dots,
but when the frames are animated one immediately perceives a biological organism engaged
in an easily identifiable activity. With about 12 points of light portraying biological motion,
people can reliably discriminate male from female actors, friends from strangers [Grossman
et al., 2000], and even identify subtle differences in complex activities like serving a tennis
ball [Pollick et al., 1999]. Perception of biological motion is also robust to variations in the
number of dots used and variations in exposure duration [Neri et al., 1998].
Furthermore, motion information is important for more than just identification of biolog-
ical motion [Grossman et al., 2000]. Humans are experts at detecting weak coherent motion
amongst a background of incoherent motion [Raymond, 1994], they are very accurate at
judging the direction in which objects are moving [Gros et al., 1998], and very sensitive to
slight differences in the speed at which objects are moving [Chen et al., 1998]. In addition,
motion provides a strong source of information for specifying the 3D shapes of objects [Tittle
and Perotti, 1997].
In neuroscience, research has depicted a shared mechanism that underlies both the control
of our own bodily movements as well as the recognition of the movements of other individuals
[Friston et al., 2011; Ondobaka and Bekkering, 2013; Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010]. The
discovery of mirror neurons (MNs) has boosted the popularity of perceptuo-motor accounts
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that explain action recognition as a direct mapping of the perceived consequences of others’
movements to the perceiver’s movement representations [Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010].
Subsequent neuroimaging investigations have repeatedly associated activity in the human
parieto-frontal mirror neuron system (MNS) with processing of own and others’ observed
movements [Van Overwalle, 2009].
Mirror neurons were discovered in the 1990s [di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al., 1996].
The striking feature of many MNs is that they not only fire when a monkey is performing
an action, like grasping an object using a power grip, but also when the monkey passively
observes a similar action performed by another monkey. Neurons with this capacity to match
observed and executed actions were originally found in area F5 of the ventral premotor cortex
(PMC) [di Pellegrino et al., 1992; Gallese et al., 1996] and the inferior parietal lobule (IPL)
[Bonini et al., 2010; Fogassi, 2005] of the monkey brain. Today, there is substantial evidence
suggesting that MNs are also present in the human brain [Molenberghs et al., 2012].
Since their discovery, MNs have received a great deal of attention from researchers [Cook
et al., 2014], and they have been credited with a wide variety of functions like action under-
standing [Gallese and Sinigaglia, 2011], imitation [Iacoboni and Woods, 1999] and language
processing [Rizzolatti and Arbib, 1998]. Moreover, these special neurons have also been im-
plicated in a variety of other fields: embodied simulation [Aziz-Zadeh et al., 2006], empathy
[Avenanti et al., 2005], emotion recognition [Enticott et al., 2008], intention-reading [Iacoboni
et al., 2005], language acquisition [The´oret and Pascual-Leone, 2002], language evolution [Ar-
bib, 2005], manual communication [Rizzolatti et al., 1996], sign-language processing [Corina
and Knapp, 2006], speech perception [Glenberg et al., 2008], speech production [Kru¨hn and
Brass, 2008], music processing [Gridley and Hoff, 2006], and aesthetic experience [Cinzia and
Vittorio, 2009].
Yet, a large controversy still exists over the neural instantiation of action processing in the
perceivers’ brains [Csibra, 1993; Hickok, 2009]. Many multi-tiered accounts of action control
have gained interest [Kilner et al., 2007], but still an exact description of the functional
relationships and dependencies between different tiers, as well as their neural bases, remain
unclear [Uithol et al., 2012]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has identified
regions of the pontine micturition center, for example both classic Brodman’s Area (BA)
6 and 44 and inferior parietal areas, which are active during both action observation and
execution [Vogt et al., 2007]. Overlapping responses to action observation and execution have
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been found in single-subject analyses of data [Gazzola and Keysers, 2009]. Most recently,
repetition suppression protocols have been used to provide evidence of mirror populations
encoding visual and motor representations of the same action [Cook et al., 2014].
2.2.1.1 Selectivity to body pose
One of the most fundamental questions about visual object recognition concerning the hu-
man brain is whether objects of all kinds are processed by the same neural mechanisms,
or whether some object classes are handled by distinct processing modules [Downing et al.,
2001]. The strongest evidence to date for a modular recognition system concerns the case of
faces [Kanwisher, 2000]. In contrast, very few studies have considered the mechanisms in-
volved in perceiving the rest of the human body [Downing et al., 2001]. Neuro-psychological
reports suggest that semantic information of human body parts may be distinct from knowl-
edge of other object categories [Shelton et al., 1998]. Also, functional neuroimaging studies
have indicated regions of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) in the perception of biological
motion [Grossman et al., 2000] and have associated regions of left parietal and prefrontal
cortices with knowledge about body parts [Le Clec’H et al., 2000].
Visual information about body posture in the human brain is represented in the fusiform
gyrus area [Peelen and Downing, 2005], the occipital face area [Michels et al., 2005] and the
extrastriate body area [Downing et al., 2001]. Some electro-physiological studies in macaque
monkeys found single neurons in the lower bank of the superior temporal sulcus (STS) and
the inferior temporal cortex that respond to static images of body postures [Vangeneugden
et al., 2009, 2011]. In the upper bank of the STS, neurons were found to fire to body motion
[Vangeneugden et al., 2011], which is consistent with the selectivity of the STS to biological
motion [Saygin, 2007]. Furthermore, single-unit recording studies in monkeys have identified
neurons in the STS that respond selectively to the appearance of the body, including the
face [Jellema et al., 2000]. Many psychophysical experiments over the years have shown that
local motion information is not necessary to perceive the movement of the walker [Theusner
et al., 2011]. Regarding biological motion stimuli, perception can be performed by analyzing
first body posture and then body motion [Giese and Poggio, 2003]. This approach, which is
popular in computer vision applications [Weinland et al., 2011], uses templates of the human
figure to obtain articulated movement.
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical categorization of human activity recognition methods, proposed by
Vrigkas et al. [2015].
2.2.2 Human activity categorization strategies
The human activity categorization problem has remained a challenging task in computer
vision [Poppe, 2010] and previous work on classifying behavior have shown great potential
in this area [Vrigkas et al., 2015]. Activity recognition methods can be divided into two
main categories: unimodal and multimodal, according to the nature of sensor data that they
employ [Vrigkas et al., 2015]. Furthermore, each of these two categories can be split into
sub-categories depending on how they model human activities (Fig. 2.5).
Unimodal methods represent human activities from data of a single modality, such as
images, and they are further categorized as space-time, stochastic, rule-based and shape-
based methods. Space-time methods represent activities as sets of spatiotemporal features
[Ruonan Li and Zickler, 2012] or trajectories [Vrigkas et al., 2013]. Stochastic methods apply
statistical models, for example hidden Markov models, to represent actions [Iosifidis et al.,
2012]. Rule-based methods apply a set of rules to describe human activities [Chao-Yeh Chen
and Grauman, 2012]. Shape-based methods represent activities with high-level reasoning by
modeling the motion of body parts [Tran et al., 2012].
Multimodal methods combine features gathered from different sources [Wu et al., 2013]
and they are classified into three categories: affective, behavioral, and social networking
methods. Affective method represent activities according to emotional communications and
the affective state of a person [Martinez et al., 2014]. Behavioral methods aim to recognize
behavioral attributes and non-verbal multimodal cues such as gestures, facial expressions and
auditory cues [Vrigkas et al., 2014]. Social networking methods model the characteristics and
the behavior of humans in multiple layers of human-to-human interactions in social events
from gestures, speech and body motion [Mar´ın-Jime´nez et al., 2014].
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2.3 Deep learning
Today, machine-learning powers many aspects of modern society, ranging from web searches
[McCallum et al., 2000] to content filtering on social networks [Vanetti et al., 2011] to
recommendations on e-commerce websites [Wei et al., 2007]. Also, it is increasingly present
in consumer products like cameras and smartphones [Lane et al., 2010]. Machine-learning
systems are used to identify objects in images [Krizhevsky et al., 2012], to transcribe speech
into text [Hannun et al., 2014], to match news items [Radinsky et al., 2012], posts or prod-
ucts with users’ interests [Liu et al., 2013], and to select relevant results of searches [Huang
et al., 2013].
For decades, machine-learning techniques were limited in their ability to process data in
its raw form [Goodfellow et al., 2016; Schmidhuber, 2015]. These machine-learning systems
required resourceful engineering to design a feature extractor that transformed the raw data
into a suitable internal representation or feature vector from which the learning system could
detect or classify patterns in the input. Nowadays, with the mainstream of representational
learning, machine-learning systems can be fed with raw data and automatically discover the
representations needed for detection or classification. Deep learning methods are represen-
tation learning methods with multiple levels obtained by composing simple modules which
each transform the representation at one level (starting with the raw inputs) into a repre-
sentation at a higher, slightly more abstract level. With the composition of enough such
transformations, very complex functions can be learned [LeCun et al., 2015]. In tasks like
classification, higher representation layers augment aspects of the input that are important
for discrimination and suppress irrelevant ones. For example, from an input image in the
form of an array of pixels, the first representation layer learns features that typically repre-
sent the presence or absence of edges at particular orientations and locations in the image
(see Fig. 2.6). Then, following layers typically detect increasingly more complex patterns by
combining features like edges or blobs to form patterns that correspond to parts of objects,
and subsequent layers would detect objects as combinations of these parts. The key aspect
of deep learning is that these layers of features are not designed by human engineers, but
instead learned from data.
Recently, deep learning has made major advances in the computer science field [Bordes
et al., 2014; Ciodaro et al., 2012; Collobert et al., 2011b; Girshick, 2015; Glorot et al., 2011;
Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Helmstaedter et al., 2013; Kim, 2014; Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
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Figure 2.6: Feature representations learned from data using deep learning. These feature
maps where obtained by training a deep Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet) in the
ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015] dataset, which contains over 1 million images. Figure
from Krizhevsky et al. [2012].
Ma et al., 2015; Xiong et al., 2015]. Its power comes from its ability to be very good at
discovering intricate structures in high-dimensional data. Therefore it is applicable to many
domains like science, business and government. In addition, deep learning methods achieved
state-of-the-art results in many applications like image recognition [Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015; Szegedy et al., 2014a], object detection [Girshick, 2015; Liu
et al., 2015b; Ren et al., 2016] and speech recognition [Graves and Jaitly, 2014; Hinton et al.,
2012; Mikolov et al., 2011]. Moreover, it has surpassed other machine-learning techniques
in predicting the activity of potential drug molecules [Ma et al., 2015], analyzing particle
accelerator data [Ciodaro et al., 2012], reconstructing brain circuits [Helmstaedter et al.,
2013], and predicting the effects of mutations in non-coding DNA on gene expression and
disease [Xiong et al., 2015]. Deep learning has also produced top results in various tasks
like natural language understanding [Collobert et al., 2011b], particularly topic classification
[Kim, 2014], sentiment analysis [Glorot et al., 2011], question answering [Bordes et al., 2014]
and language translation [Sutskever et al., 2014].
In the next sections, key aspects relevant to the rise of deep learning, namely neural
networks, supervised learning, backpropagation and convolutional neural networks will be
briefly described.
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2.3.1 Neural networks
A standard neural network (NN) consists of many simple connected processors called neu-
rons, each producing a sequence of real-valued activations (Fig. 2.7-A). This network works
in a simple way: input neurons get input data (for example, sensors perceiving the envi-
ronment) and other neurons get activated through weighted connections from previously
active neurons (Fig. 2.7-B). Some neurons may influence the environment by triggering ac-
tions. Learning is about finding weights that make the NN exhibit the desired behavior, like
identifying a face in an image. Depending on the problem and how the neurons are con-
nected, such behavior may require long causal chains of computational stages, where each
stage transforms (often in a non-linear way) the cumulative activation of the network. Deep
Learning concerns with accurately assigning credit [Minsky, 1961] across many such stages
[LeCun et al., 2015]. Credit assignment is about finding internal parameters that make the
networks exhibit a desired behavior like driving a car.
There are many kinds of NN methods in many applications in computer science, but most
fall into two main categories: shallow NNs [McDonnell et al., 2015] and deep NNs [Krizhevsky
et al., 2012]. Shallow NN models with few layers have been around for many decades, dating
back to the 1960s and 1970s [Schmidhuber, 2015]. Deep NN models have many more layers
than shallow NNs. These networks were only possible due to the development of an efficient
gradient descent method for teacher-based supervised learning in discrete networks of arbi-
trary depth called backpropagation. This optimization scheme was developed in the 1960s
and 1970s and later applied to NNs [Schmidhuber, 2015]. Initially, backpropagation-based
training of deep NNs was difficult in practice, but by the 1990s and 2000s there were many
improvements which turned NN-based methods feasible in many applications [Schmidhuber,
2015]. By this time, deep NNs have attracted wide-spread attention, mainly by outperform-
ing alternative machine learning methods such as kernel machines [Scho¨lkopf et al., 1999;
Vapnik, 1995] in numerous important applications. Also, since 2009, supervised deep NNs
have won many official international pattern recognition competitions [Schmidhuber, 2015],
even outperforming humans in visual pattern recognition tasks in several domains.
2.3.2 Supervised learning
The most common form of machine learning is supervised learning [Goodfellow et al., 2016;
LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015]. This form of learning is characterized by using a
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Figure 2.7: Representation of an artificial neural network, adapted from Angermueller et al.
[2016]. Left (A): in its basic configuration, the network receives data in an input layer, which
is then transformed in a nonlinear way through one or multiple hidden layers, before the final
output is computed in the last layer. Top-right (B): neurons are connected to all neurons
of the previous layer, where each neuron computes a weighted sum of its inputs and applies
a nonlinear transformation before its output. Bottom (C): neurons learn to model data by
minimizing a loss function that measures the fit of the model’s output to the true label of
a sample by means of feedforward and by gradient backpropagation. Since the function to
learn is generally high-dimensional and non-convex, this minimization problem resembles a
landscape with many hills and valleys.
large collection of a data, for example images of houses, cars, people, pets, words, etc., each
one labeled with its category. Then, during training, the machine is shown input data and
produces an output in the form of a vector of scores, one for each category in the case of a
classification task. The idea is that the true category should have the highest score amongst
all categories. This is done by computing an objective function that measures the error (or
vector distance) between the output scores and the desired pattern of scores. The machine
then modifies and adjusts its internal parameters (weights) to reduce this error. In a typical
deep learning system, there may be hundreds of millions of these adjustable parameters, and
these require hundreds of millions of labeled examples for the training process.
The learning algorithm adjusts the parameters by computing a gradient vector for each
weight. This gradient indicates the amount that the error would increase or decrease if the
weights were increased by a marginal amount. The weight vector of the internal parameters
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is then adjusted in the direction opposite to the gradient vector. The objective function can
be seen as a kind of a hilly landscape in the high-dimensional space of weight values. The
gradient vector indicates the direction of the steepest descent in the landscape, and valleys
indicate local minima where the error is lower on average (Fig. 2.7-C).
In deep learning, it is common practice to use, for the optimization of the objective
function, a procedure called Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD), or a derived method [Duchi
et al., 2011; Kingma and Ba, 2014; Zeiler, 2012]. This consists of showing the input nodes a
few data examples, computing the outputs and the errors, computing the average gradient
for those examples and then adjusting the weights accordingly. This process is repeated
with many small sets (batches) of examples from the training set until the average of the
objective function plateaus and stops decreasing. The term stochastic is due to the fact that
each small set of examples gives a noisy estimate of the average gradient over all examples.
Usually, this simple procedure quickly finds a good set of parameters when compared to
other optimization techniques [Bottou and Bousquet, 2007].
Common deep learning architectures take advantage of having lots of labeled data avail-
able for training, coupled to powerful optimization techniques. Generally, it is a multilayer
stack of simple modules, all or most of which are subject to learning, and many of which
compute non-linear input-output mappings. Each module in the stack transforms its input
to increase both the selectivity and the invariance of the representation. With multiple
non-linear layers, a system can implement very complex functions of its inputs that are
simultaneously sensitive to small details (like key differences between races of dogs), and
insensitive to large, irrelevant variations such as the background, pose, lighting and sur-
rounding objects.
2.3.3 Backpropagation
Since a long time ago, the aim of some researchers has been to replace hand-engineered
features with trainable multilayer networks, but the solution was not widely understood
until the mid 1980s [Schmidhuber, 2015]. It turned out that multi-layer models can be
trained by the simple stochastic gradient descent method. As long as the modules generate
relatively smooth functions of their inputs and of their internal weights, one can compute
gradients using the backpropagation procedure. The idea that this could be done goes even
back to the early 1960s [Bryson, 1961; Kelley, 1960].
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The backpropagation procedure to compute the gradient of an objective function with
respect to the weights of a multi-layer stack of modules is basically a practical application
of the chain rule for derivatives [Dreyfus, 1962; Linnainmaa, 1970; Werbos, 1982]. The key
insight is that the derivative or gradient of an objective function, with respect to the input
of the module, can be computed by working backwards from the gradient with respect to
the output of that module. The backpropagation equation can be applied repeatedly to
propagate gradients through all modules, starting from the output at the top where the
prediction of the network is produced, all the way down to the bottom where the input
data is fed. Once these gradients have been computed, it is straightforward to compute the
gradients with respect to the weights of each module.
Many applications of deep learning use feedforward neural network architectures with
backpropagation [Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015b; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015],
which learn to map a fixed-size input (for example, an image) to a fixed-size output (for
example, the probabilities of several categories). One particular type of deep, feedforward
network that was much easier to train and that generalized much better than networks
with full connectivity between adjacent layers was the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN
or ConvNet) [LeCun et al., 1990]. It achieved many practical successes when neural net-
works were still overlooked and it has recently been widely adopted by the computer-vision
community [LeCun et al., 2015].
2.3.4 Convolutional neural networks
Neural networks and backpropagation became very popular after Krizhevsky et al. [2012]
published results on the ImageNet classification challenge [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. This
was due to the significant leap in performance relative to the previous methods in that
competition. Krizhevsky et al. [2012] achieved significantly better state-of-the-art results
compared to previous top results by using a deep, feed-forward ConvNet.
ConvNets are designed to process data that come in the form of multiple arrays (for
example, a color image composed of three 2D arrays containing pixel intensities in the three
color channels). These networks can be applied to a variety of data modalities with different
formats: 1D arrays for signals and sequences, including language; 2D arrays for images
or audio spectrograms; and 3D arrays for video or volumetric images. There are four key
concepts behind ConvNets [LeCun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015] that take advantage of
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Figure 2.8: Core operations of a simple convolutional neural network composed by one
convolutional layer, adapted from Angermueller et al. [2016]. Top (A): a convolutional layer
applies multiple filter kernels called feature maps over the previous layer features (in this
case over the input image) which are then fed to a sequence of fully-connected layers for
classification. In this first layer, different feature maps might, for example, detect edges of
different orientations in an image. Bottom-left (B): the activity of a “neuron” of a feature
map in the convolutional layer is obtained by computing a discrete convolution of its receptive
field, i.e., computing the weighted sum of input neurons, and applying an activation function.
Bottom-right (C): The exact position and frequency of features are of little importance for the
final prediction. Consequently, the pooling layer summarizes adjacent neurons by computing
the maximum over their activity, resulting in a smoother representation of feature activities
and robustness to variations in position.
the properties of natural signals: local connections, shared weights, pooling and the use of
many layers.
A typical ConvNet is structured as a series of stages (Fig. 2.8-A). The first few stages are
composed of two types of layers: convolutional layers and pooling layers. The convolutional
layers are composed of feature maps: the units are connected to local patches in the feature
maps of the previous layer through a set of weights. This connection is simply a discrete
convolution over the previous layer’s feature maps (Fig. 2.8-B), hence the name. The result
of this local weighted sum is then passed through a non-linearity, typically a Rectified Linear
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Unit (ReLU). All units in a feature map share the same filter bank, and different feature maps
in a layer use different filter banks. The reason for this architecture is due to two properties.
First, in data arrays like images, local groups of values are often highly correlated, forming
distinct local patterns that can be easily detected. Second, the local statistics of images and
other signals are invariant to location, meaning that a pattern can appear anywhere in an
image. Therefore, it is good practice to have units at different locations which share the
same weights for detecting the same pattern in different parts of the array.
Convolutional layers are used to detect local combinations of features in the previous
layer. On the other hand, the role of the pooling layer is to merge semantically similar
features. Since the relative positions of the features forming a pattern can vary slightly,
detecting the pattern reliably can be done by obtaining the coarse position of each feature.
A typical pooling unit computes the maximum of a local patch of units in some feature maps
(Fig. 2.8-C). Neighboring pooling units take input from patches that are shifted by more
than one row or column, thereby reducing the dimension of the representation and creating
an invariance to small shifts and distortions.
These types of networks are usually composed of several stages of convolution, non-
linearity and pooling operations, followed by fully-connected layers [Krizhevsky et al., 2012;
Sermanet et al., 2013b; Szegedy et al., 2014a]. Backpropagating gradients through a ConvNet
is the same as in a regular deep network, allowing all the weights in all the filter banks to
be trained.
The convolutional and pooling layers in ConvNets were inspired by the concept of sim-
ple cells and complex cells in the visual cortex [Hubel and Wiesel, 1962], and the overall
architecture is reminiscent of the LGN–V1–V2–V4–IT hierarchy in the ventral pathway of
the visual cortex [Felleman and Van Essen, 1991]. The modern ConvNet architecture has its
roots in the neocognitron [Fukushima and Miyake, 1982], which had a similar architecture
but did not have an end-to-end supervised learning algorithm such as backpropagation.
ConvNets have been applied to various applications with great success [LeCun et al.,
2015], including detection, segmentation and recognition of objects and regions in images,
which usually have plenty of labeled data. These applications cover traffic sign recognition
[Ciresan et al., 2012], the detection [Li et al., 2016] and recognition of faces [Taigman et al.,
2014], text [Zhang and LeCun, 2015], pedestrians [Sermanet et al., 2013b] and human bodies
[Newell et al., 2016] in natural images. Recent ConvNet architectures have hundreds of layers
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of ReLUs, hundreds of millions of weights, and billions of connections [He et al., 2015].
Also, with recent progress in hardware, software and algorithm parallelization, training such
networks can nowadays be done in a matter of hours, compared to weeks a few years ago.
2.3.4.1 Object recognition methods
In computer vision, object detection is a fundamental and heavily-researched problem. Until
recently, the sliding window paradigm was dominant, especially for detecting faces [Viola
and Jones, 2004] and pedestrians [Dolla´r et al., 2014]. Deformable part models [Felzenszwalb
et al., 2009] followed this framework, but they allowed for more object variability and they
could be used for general object categories. Sermanet et al. [2013b] demonstrated the use
of ConvNets for general object detection in a sliding window fashion. More recent detectors
follow the region-proposal paradigm established by Girshick [2015], in which a ConvNet is
used to classify regions generated by an object-proposal algorithm [Hosang et al., 2015a].
This led to a general framework that many recent detectors apply [Gidaris and Komodakis,
2015; He et al., 2014; Ren et al., 2016; Szegedy et al., 2014b; Zagoruyko et al., 2016].
The feature extraction network used in ConvNets, combined with a classification network
on top, forms an integral part of the detection pipeline and is key in determining the final
detector’s accuracy. The introduction of AlexNet [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] popularized the
use of deep learning for visual recognition. AlexNet was composed of stacks of convolutional
layers followed by ReLU non-linearities and max-pooling. It achieved in the ILSVRC-2012
competition a top-5 test error rate1 of 15.3%, compared to 26.2% which was achieved by the
second-best entry. The much deeper VGG [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] and GoogleNet
[Szegedy et al., 2014a] models further improved accuracy by introducing more stacks of con-
volutional layers, improving the imagenet top-5 error rates to 7.32% and 6.67%, respectively.
He et al. [2015] introduced the even deeper Residual Networks (ResNet) that have greatly
improved the state-of-the-art with the introduction of dozens of residual blocks. ResNet
achieved a top-5 error rate of 3.57%. A residual network is a convolutional neural network
that fits a residual mapping instead of the original, desired underlying mapping of an image.
Figure 2.9 shows an illustration of the arquitecture of AlexNet (left), VGG (middle) and
ResNet (right). It shows how many layers each network have and how deep they are relative
to the others. These network architectures, often used in object detection frameworks like
1The top-5 error rate is the fraction of images for which the correct label is not among the five labels
with the highest probability of all scores.
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that of Girshick [2015], popularized the concept of transfer-learning in object-related detec-
tion tasks [Girshick, 2015; Ren et al., 2016; Zagoruyko et al., 2016]. Transfer-learning is a
machine learning technique that consists of using knowledge gained during training in one
type of problem and applying it to a different but related problem. For example, in object
detection, it is common to use the information obtained by a network trained in a different
(and much bigger) dataset like ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015] to improve detection in
another dataset like the MS COCO [Lin et al., 2014].
Context is known to play an important role in visual recognition [Torralba, 2003], and
numerous ideas for exploiting context in ConvNets have been proposed. Sermanet et al.
[2013b] used two contextual regions, centered on each object, for pedestrian detection. They
used features from two feature maps and a context ratio, where pedestrians were 90 pixels
high and 36 pixels were background. In Szegedy et al. [2014b], in addition to region-specific
features, features from the whole image were used to improve region classification. He et al.
[2014] implemented context in a more implicit way by combining ConvNet features prior
to classification, using differently sized pooling regions. By varying the size of the pooling
regions, they extracted feature maps of sizes 6×6, 3×3, 2×2 and 1×1 in a total of 50 bins,
which were then fed to a classifier. More recently, Gidaris and Komodakis [2015] proposed
to use ten contextual regions around each object with different crops, whereas Zagoruyko
et al. [2016] used a similar approach with only four contextual regions organized in a foveal
structure. Hence, context can be employed in many ways, for example by training the
networks on segregated objects which are embedded into different backgrounds or by using
separate regions of the whole image.
The use of a “multi-stage” classifier with different features at many convolutional layers
was proposed by Sermanet et al. [2013b] for pedestrian detection, showing improved results.
These “skip” architectures have recently become popular for semantic segmentation [Long
et al., 2015] and general object detection [Bell et al., 2015; Zagoruyko et al., 2016]. They
consist of using feature maps from layers of different stages of the network’s pipeline and
directly connecting them to the classifier network.
When originally introduced, object/region proposals were based on low-level grouping
cues, edges, and superpixels [Alexe et al., 2012; Hosang et al., 2015a; Uijlings et al., 2013].
These approaches sparked interest for object detection frameworks like that of Girshick
et al. [2014]; Girshick [2015]. Girshick’s Fast R-CNN framework allows to use a pre-trained
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ConvNet like a VGG or ResNet network as a feature extractor, and with the use of region
proposals and a Region-of-Interest (RoI) pooling layer, features produced by these networks
are fed into a classifier network. This framework allows to train a system in an end-to-end
fashion. An efficient object detector can be trained in a few hours, achieving top-performing
scores in popular datasets such as the Microsoft Common Objects in Context (COCO)
detection challenge [Lin et al., 2014] with an average precision1 of 41.5%. This dataset
consists of 2.5 million labeled instances of 91 object categories in 328,000 images. Only 80
of the 91 object categories are used in the detection challenge. More recently, significant
gains in the quality of region proposals have been obtained through the use of ConvNets
[Pinheiro et al., 2015, 2016; Ren et al., 2016]. The basic idea is to apply a first ConvNet
to detect regions of interest, which are then analyzed by another ConvNet. This improved
the performance of detection frameworks like that of Girshick [2015], which achieved in the
Pascal VOC 2012 dataset [Everingham et al., 2010] an average precision of 66%. Using the
same framework, Zagoruyko et al. [2016] achieved top-perfoming results in the Microsoft
COCO detection challenge using the Deepmask segmentation proposals of Pinheiro et al.
[2015] combined with the VGG-A architecture of Simonyan and Zisserman [2015] with an
average precision of 33.2%.
1Average precision is related to the area under the precision-recall curve for a class.
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Figure 2.9: ConvNet architectures: AlexNet (left), VGG (middle) and ResNet (right).

Chapter 3
A biological and real-time framework
for hand gestures and head poses
Human-robot interaction is an interdisciplinary research area that aims at the devel-
opment of social robots. Since social robots are expected to interact with humans
and understand their behavior through gestures and body movements, cognitive
psychology and robot technology must be integrated. In this chapter we present
a biological and real-time framework for detecting and tracking hands and heads.
This framework is based on keypoints extracted by means of cortical V1 end-stopped
cells. Detected keypoints and the cells’ responses are used to classify the junction
type. Through the combination of annotated keypoints in a hierarchical, multi-scale
tree structure, moving and deformable hands can be segregated and tracked over
time. By using hand templates with lines and edges at only a few scales, a hand’s
gestures can be recognized. Head tracking and pose detection are also implemented,
which can be integrated with detection of facial expressions in the future. Through
the combinations of head poses and hand gestures a large number of commands can
be given to a robot.
Keywords: Hand gestures, Head pose, Biological framework.
3.1 Introduction
With the advent of newer and more complex technologies has come an increasing effort to
make them easy to use. Some years ago computers were only used by specialized technicians,
but nowadays even young children and elderly can use complex technology with great ease.
The way how we use computers, cell phones and other devices has drastically changed because
we began to research and implement natural ways of interacting with them. Part of that
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research effort consists of the analysis of humans and their actions such that machines and
software may be designed to react to our natural behaviors. One of the areas of interest
for such interpretation is the recognition of human gestures, as they are used as a natural,
intuitive and convenient way of communication in our daily life. The recognition of hand
gestures can be widely applied in human-computer interfaces and interaction, games, human-
robot interaction, augmented reality, etc.
Gesture analysis and recognition has been a popular research field for some years and
numerous approaches have been developed. Interest in this area has spiked with the advent
of low-cost and very reliable depth-based sensors like the Kinect [Li, 2012; Suau et al., 2012].
Although many gesture-based interfaces have been developed, to the best of our knowledge
none of them is biologically inspired. Most of them are based on traditional methods from
computer vision.
A method for hand tracking and motion detection using a sequence of stereo color frames
was proposed by Kim et al. [2008]. Another approach, which consists of the recognition
of gestures by tracking the trajectories of different body parts, was developed by Bandera
et al. [2009]. In this method, trajectories are described by a set of keypoints and gestures
are characterized through global properties of those trajectories. Suk et al. [2010] devised
a method for recognizing hand gestures in continuous video streams by using a dynamic
Bayesian network. Suau et al. [2012] presented a method to perform hand and head tracking
using the Kinect. Two-handed gestures are recognized by analyzing the trajectories of both
hands. Also using the Kinect, Li [2012] presented a method that is able to recognize nine
different gestures and to identify fingers with high accuracy.
Although some methods do work fairly well for a specific purpose, they may not be
suitable for a more profound analysis of human behavior and gestures because these are very
complex. In this chapter we complement a biological and real-time framework for detecting
and tracking hands [Farrajota et al., 2012] with head movements. This framework is based
on multi-scale keypoints detected by means of models of cortical end-stopped cells [Rodrigues
and du Buf, 2006, 2009b]. Cell responses around keypoints are used to classify the vertex
type, for creating annotated keypoints [Farrajota et al., 2011]. The model has been extended
by multi-scale line and edge information, also extracted by models of cortical cells. We also
developed a model for optical flow based on annotated keypoints [Farrajota et al., 2012]. By
integrating optical flow and annotated keypoints in a hierarchical, multi-scale tree structure,
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deformable and moving objects can be segregated and tracked over time.
Hand and gesture recognition is obtained by using a simple line and edge template match-
ing algorithm which relates previously stored templates with the acquired images across two
scales. By using only five hand templates with lines and edges obtained at two different
scales, a hand’s gestures can be recognized. By tracking hands over time, false positives
due to complex background patterns can be avoided. We also focus on head movements
because they too can be an important part of human-robot interaction. When combined
with the recognition of facial expressions it will provide invaluable information for natural
human-computer and human-robot interaction. Our framework addresses the most common
movements: leaning left/right and nodding (up/down). These can be used to give feedback
to a robot, expressing doubts or affirming or criticizing actions, respectively. By combining
a few head movements with hand gestures, a large number of instructions can be given.
The developed system does not require any prior calibration. Since the cell models have
been optimized for running on a GPU, a speed of about 10 frames per second can be obtained,
which is fast enough for real-time applications.
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 3.2 we describe how keypoints are obtained
and classified. In Section 3.3 the process to obtain the optical flow of consecutive frames
from multi-scale keypoints is described in detail. Section 3.4 deals with the process to track
hands and head, along with the process of recognizing hand gestures and head pose. Finally,
in Section 3.5 some conclusions are provided.
3.2 Multi-scale lines, edges and keypoints
In cortical area V1 we find simple, complex and end-stopped cells [Rodrigues and du Buf,
2009b], which are thought to play an important role in coding the visual input: to extract
multi-scale lines and edges and keypoint information (keypoints are line/edge vertices or
junctions, but also blobs).
Responses of even and odd simple cells, corresponding to the real and imaginary parts
of a Gabor filter [Rodrigues and du Buf, 2009b], are denoted by REs,i(x, y) and R
O
s,i(x, y), i
being the orientation (we use Nθ = 8). The scale s is given by λ, the wavelength of the
Gabor filters, in pixels. We use 4 ≤ λ ≤ 20 with ∆λ = 4. Responses of complex cells are
modeled by the modulus Cs,i(x, y) = [{REs,i(x, y)}2 + {ROs,i(x, y)}2]1/2.
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The basic scheme for line and edge detection is based on responses of simple cells: a
positive or negative line is detected where RE shows a local maximum or minimum, respec-
tively, and RO shows a zero crossing. In the case of edges the even and odd responses are
swapped. This gives four possibilities for positive and negative events. An improved scheme
[Rodrigues and du Buf, 2009b] consists of combining responses of simple and complex cells,
i.e., simple cells serve to detect positions and event types, whereas complex cells are used to
increase the confidence. Lateral and cross-orientation inhibition are used to suppress spuri-
ous cell responses beyond line and edge terminations, and assemblies of grouping cells serve
to improve event continuity in the case of curved events. We denote the line and edge map
by LEs(x, y).
Keypoints are based on cortical end-stopped cells [Rodrigues and du Buf, 2006]. They
provide important information because they code local image complexity. Furthermore, since
keypoints are caused by line and edge junctions, detected keypoints can be classified by the
underlying vertex structure, such as K, L, T, + etc. This is very useful for most matching
problems: object recognition, optical flow and stereo disparity. In this section we briefly
describe the multi-scale keypoint detection and annotation processes. The original model
has been improved such that multi-scale keypoints can be detected in real time [Terzic´ et al.,
2013].
There are two types of end-stopped cells, single and double. These are applied to Cs,i
and are combined with tangential and radial inhibition schemes in order to obtain precise
keypoint maps Ks(x, y). For a detailed explanation with illustrations see Rodrigues and
du Buf [2006] and Terzic´ et al. [2013].
In order to classify any detected keypoint, the responses of simple cells REs,i and R
O
s,i are
analyzed, but now using Nφ = 2Nθ orientations, with φk = kpi/Nθ and k = [0, Nφ− 1]. This
means that for each of the 8 simple-cell orientations on [0, pi] there are two opposite analysis
orientations on [0, 2pi], e.g., θ1 = pi/Nθ results in φ1 = pi/Nθ and φ9 = 9pi/Nθ. This division
into response-analysis orientations is acceptable according to Hubel [1995], because a typical
cell has a maximum response at some orientation and its response decreases on both sides,
from 10 to 20 degrees, after which it declines steeply to zero; see also du Buf [1993].
Classifying keypoints is not a trivial task, mainly because responses of simple and complex
cells, which code the underlying lines and edges at vertices, are unreliable due to response
interference effects [du Buf, 1993]. This implies that responses must be analyzed in a neigh-
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Figure 3.1: Left to right and top to bottom: input frame, keypoints detected at all 5 scales,
annotated keypoints at scales λ = 4, 8 and 12, and the frame’s saliency map where red
indicates higher and blue lower saliency.
borhood around each keypoint, and the size of the neighborhood must be proportional to
the scale of the cells. The validation of the line and edge orientations which contribute to
the vertex structure is based on an analysis of the responses of complex cells Cs,i(x, y). At a
distance of λ, and for each direction φk, responses in that direction and in neighboring ori-
entations φk+l, with l = {−2,−1, 0, 1, 2}, are summed with different weights equal to 1/2|l|.
After this smoothing and detection of local maxima, each keypoint is then annotated by a
descriptor of 16 bits which codes the detected orientations. In the case of keypoints caused
by blobs with no underlying line and edge structures, all 16 bits are zero.
This method is an improvement of the previous method [Farrajota et al., 2011]. It provides
a more detailed descriptor of the underlying line and edge structures, with a significant
increase in performance and with a negligible loss of precision. The first five images in Fig. 3.1
illustrate keypoint detection and annotation at the given scales. For more illustrations see
Rodrigues and du Buf [2006].
3.3 Optical flow
Keypoint detection may occur in cortical areas V1 and V2, whereas keypoint annotation
requires bigger receptive fields and could occur in V4. Optical flow is then processed in
areas V5/MT and MST, which are related to object and ego motion for controlling eye and
head movements.
Optical flow is determined by matching annotated keypoints in successive camera frames,
but only by matching keypoints which may belong to a same object. To this purpose we use
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regions defined by saliency maps. Such maps are created by summing detected keypoints over
all scales s, such that keypoints which are stable over scale intervals yield high peaks. In order
to connect the individual peaks and yield larger regions, relaxation areas proportional to the
filter scales are applied [Rodrigues and du Buf, 2006]. Here we simplify the computation of
saliency maps by simply summing the responses of end-stopped cells at all scales, which is
much faster and yields similar results. Figure 3.1 (bottom-right) illustrates a saliency map.
We apply a multi-scale tree structure in which at a very coarse scale a root keypoint
defines a single object, and at progressively finer scales more keypoints are found which
convey the object’s details. For optical flow we use five scales: λ = [4, 20] with ∆λ = 4. All
keypoints at λ = 20 are supposed to represent individual objects, although we know that it
is possible that several of those keypoints may belong to a same object. Each keypoint at
a coarse scale is related to one or more keypoints at one finer scale, which can be slightly
displaced. This relation is modeled by down-projection using grouping cells with a circular
axonic field, the size of which (λ) defines the region of influence, and this process continues
until the finest scale is reached; see Farrajota et al. [2011].
As mentioned above, at a very coarse scale each keypoint – or central keypoint CKP –
should correspond to an individual object [Rodrigues and du Buf, 2006]. However, at the
coarsest scale applied here, λ = 20, this may not be the case and an object may cause
several keypoints. In order to determine which keypoints could belong to the same object
we combine saliency maps with the multi-scale tree structure.
At this point we have, for each frame, the tree structure which links the keypoints over
scales, from coarse to fine, with associated regions of influence at the finest scale. We also
have the saliency map obtained by summing responses of end-stopped cells over all scales.
The latter, after thresholding, yields segregated regions which are intersected with the regions
of influence of the tree. Therefore, the intersected regions link keypoints at the finest scale
to the segregated regions which are supposed to represent individual objects.
Now, each annotated keypoint of frame i can be compared with all annotated keypoints
in frame i − 1. This is done at all scales, but the comparison is restricted to an area with
radius 2λ instead of λ at each scale in order to allow for larger translations and rotations.
In addition, (1) at fine scales many keypoints outside the area can be skipped since they are
not likely to match over large distances, and (2) at coarse scales there are less keypoints, λ is
bigger, and therefore larger distances (motions) are represented there. The matching process,
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as for building the tree, is now done top-down. Previously it was done bottom-up [Farrajota
et al., 2011]. Due to the use of a more detailed descriptor for keypoint classification than in
Farrajota et al. [2011], matching keypoints at the coarsest scale provides sufficient accuracy
to correctly match entire tree structures. An additional gain in performance is due to the
reduced number of comparisons at finer scales, because of existing dependencies between
keypoints in the branches of the tree structure. Keypoints are matched by combining three
similarity criteria with different weight factors:
(a) The distance D serves to emphasize keypoints which are closer to the center of the
matching area. For having D = 1 at the center and D = 0 at radius 2λ, we use D =
(2λ− d)/2λ with d the Euclidean distance (this can be replaced by dynamic feature routing
[Farrajota et al., 2011; Rodrigues and du Buf, 2009a]).
(b) The orientation error O measures the correlation of the attributed orientations, but
with an angular relaxation interval of ±2pi/Nθ applied to all orientations such that also a
rotation of the vertex structure is allowed. Similar to D, the summed differences are com-
bined such that O = 1 indicates good correspondence and O = 0 a lack of correspondence.
Obviously, keypoints marked “blob” do not have orientations and are treated separately.
(c) The tree correspondence C measures the number of matched keypoints at finer scales,
i.e., at any scale coarser than the finest one. The keypoint candidates to be matched in
frame i and in the area with radius 2λ are linked in the tree to localized sets of keypoints at
all finer scales. The number of linked keypoints which have been matched is divided by the
total number of linked keypoints. This is achieved by sets of grouping cells at all but the
finest scale which sum the number of linked keypoints in the tree, both matched and all; for
more details see Farrajota et al. [2011].
The three parameters are combined by grouping cells which can establish a link between
keypoints in frame i − 1 and i. Mathematically we use the similarity measure S = αO +
βC + γD, with α = 0.4 and β = γ = 0.3. These values were determined empirically. The
candidate keypoint with the highest value of S in the area (radius 2λ) is selected and the
vector between the keypoint in frame i − 1 and the matched one in frame i is computed.
Remaining candidates in the area can be matched to other keypoints in frame i, provided
they are in their local areas. Keypoints which cannot be matched are discarded. Figure 3.2
shows a sequence with tracked hands by using optical flow.
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Figure 3.2: The optical flow model applied to a person while performing several hand and
head gestures. Hands and head are marked by their bounding boxes. The bottom-right
image shows the combined centers of the boxes.
3.4 Hand/head tracking and gesture/pose recognition
To initialize the tracking and recognition process, it is only required that at the beginning
the user stands still, looking straight ahead and showing the palms of both hands to the
camera. As the first step in the processes that will be described in this section, we use skin
color segmentation to detect both hands and the head as previously applied in Saleiro et al.
[2009]. If I is an input frame, we can use the following expression to get a binary skin image,
Is, where skin is marked in black and all the rest is white: Is(x, y) = 0 if ϕ[I(x, y)] = 1,
otherwise Is(x, y) = 255, where ϕ = [(R > 95) ∧ (G > 40) ∧ (B > 20) ∧ ((max{R,G,B} −
min{R,G,B}) > 15) ∧ (|R−G| > 15) ∧ (R > G) ∧ (R > B)], with (R,G,B) ∈ [0, 255].
After obtaining the skin regions we can obtain three regions: left hand, right hand and
head. Then we apply two filters: the first one is an erosion which removes small regions, and
the second one is a dilation which makes the remaining regions more homogeneous. After
this we apply a fast blob detection algorithm [Saleiro et al., 2009] to obtain the coordinates
and sizes of the three biggest skin regions. The region with the highest y coordinate will be
considered as being the head. The system will use the head blob’s dimensions to calculate
the reference ratio Rr = h/w, with h the height and w the width, as a reference for the
neutral pose. The detection of head poses is done like previously in Saleiro et al. [2009]. We
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use five head poses: face straight forward, head up, head down, head leaning to the left and
head leaning to the right. To detect the up and down poses we use a very simple method
which consists of comparing the blob’s actual ratio, Ra, to an upper (Uthr) and a lower
threshold (Lthr). The latter are determined from the reference ratio Rr computed during
the initialization: Uthr = 1.1×Rr and Lthr = 0.9×Rr.
To detect the left- and right-leaning poses, two vertical lines, at distances w/6 and 5w/6
inside the blob’s box are considered. The average position of black pixels on each of these
lines is calculated and the two resulting positions are used to detect the two poses: when
the user leans the head to one side, the average positions will go up and down relative to the
middle of the box (h/2). A minimum vertical distance MVD of 0.2×h between both positions
was determined experimentally, such that small lateral movements can be ignored. The two
poses are detected when (a) the vertical distance between the two positions is larger than
the MVD, and (b) one of the positions is higher than h/2. The latter position determines
the side of the movement: left or right.
While the head will normally be at a static location, hands may be constantly moving
and therefore they must be tracked. To do that we employ the optical flow as explained in
the previous section. The recognition of hand gestures is more complex than the detection
of the head’s poses. To recognize hand gestures, we need to use a single template, at a
few different scales, of each gesture. The templates are previously prepared so that they
are available for online matching when the system is working. To prepare the templates, we
apply the previously described line- and edge-extraction algorithm at two different scales, and
then dilate the resulting maps to make the templates more robust against small differences
between them and the real frames containing moving hands. Each template is a binary
image which contains white lines against a black background. Example templates are shown
in Fig. 3.3.
To perform the template matching in a fast way, we only compare the templates with
the regions tracked by optical flow. This way no processing time is wasted in other image
regions. The matching process is done in two steps: (a) direct template matching and (b)
template density matching. In step (a) we take a tracked region and apply the same process
that was used to prepare the templates. Then we shift each template over the tracked region
and at each shift position we compare them, pixel by pixel, and count the number of white
pixels, Pw. Basically this is a 2D correlation process. We divide Pw by the total number of
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Figure 3.3: Top: five hand gestures. Bottom: their dilated templates at scale λ = 8.
white pixels in the template, Pwt, and store the resulting value in a probability map at the
center position of the (shifted) template. The result is a 2D histogram or correlation matrix
in which higher values indicate a better correspondence between the tracked region and the
template.
In step (b), template density matching, we verify whether the test region has the same
ratio of white and black pixels as the template. This must be done because if only direct
matching was used, some complex textures, for example on a (moving) T-shirt or (static)
background can result in false detections of some templates. Again we use the shifting
window with the same size of the template and, for each shift position, we calculate the
ratio between the number of white pixels and the total number of pixels in the window,
R = Wp/Tp, where Wp is the number of white pixels and Tp the total number of pixels. Like
before, this ratio is stored in a similar probability map.
After these two steps we combine both maps for each template, giving a 70% weight to the
first map and 30% to the second one. This yields a single probability map for each template.
This process is applied at the two scales used (λ = {8, 12}), and the two probability maps
are mixed prior to multi-scale recognition, thereby giving equal weights to the two scales. At
this point we have a single but multi-scale probability map for each template. Every time
that a value greater than a threshold value occurs (T = 60 was experimentally determined),
the system considers that the gesture which corresponds to that map has been recognized,
and at the peak location. When more than one gesture is recognized, only the one with
the greatest probability value will prevail. Figure 3.4 illustrates the matching process (top)
together with the detection of head poses (bottom).
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Figure 3.4: The top row illustrates hand gesture recognition: input image, thresholded
probability maps of the two detected gestures with their peaks in white, and the final result.
The bottom row shows examples of the recognition of four head poses: right, left, up and
down. Along the vertical edges of the bounding box, the two green points show the average
location of skin-colored pixels.
3.5 Discussion
In this chapter we presented a biologically inspired method for hand detection, tracking, and
gesture recognition. By using optimized algorithms for the detection of keypoints plus lines
and edges, and by selecting only a few scales, the method can run in real time. Even when
using a cheap HD webcam, very good results can be obtained. This we expected due to
our previous experience with cortical models: multi-scale keypoints, lines and edges provide
very useful information to generate saliency maps for Focus of Attention or to detect faces
by grouping facial landmarks defined by keypoints at eyes, nose and mouth [Rodrigues and
du Buf, 2006]. De Sousa et al. [2010] were able to use lines and edges to recognize facial
expressions with success, and Rodrigues and du Buf [2009b] showed that lines and edges are
very useful for face and object recognition. The method included here for the detection of
head poses is not biological, but in principle we can integrate our methods for face detection
and recognition of facial expressions.
Biologically inspired methods involve many filter kernels, here in eight orientations and at
several scales. In order to achieve real-time processing, we only use five scales for optical flow
and region segregation. For gesture recognition we use lines and edges at only two scales.
The system’s main limitation is the costly filtering. The optimized GPU implementation
allows us to process at least 10 frames/s with a maximum resolution of 600×400 pixels and
using at least 6 scales if coarser scales are used. The main bottleneck for using large images
and fine scales is the 1 GByte of memory of the GPU, because of the Gaussian pyramid
employed in the filtering.
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Future work will focus on motion prediction, a process that occurs in cortical area MST.
We also intend to increase the precision such that individual fingers can be detected in
combination with a larger number of gestures. The ultimate goal is to apply 3D processing
in the entire process, with emphasis on body language. This can be done by using cheap
off-the-shelf solutions like a Kinect or two webcams with a biological disparity model.
Chapter 4
Pedestrian Detection
Pedestrian detection and tracking remains a popular issue in computer vision, with
many applications in robotics, surveillance, security and telecare systems, especially
when connected with Smart Cities and Smart Destinations. As a particular case
of object detection, pedestrian detection in general is a difficult task due to large
variability of features caused by different scales, views and occlusions. Typically,
small and occluded pedestrians are harder to detect because of fewer discriminative
features if compared to large, and well-visible pedestrians. In order to overcome
this we use convolutional features from different stages in a deep Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN), with the idea of combining more global features with finer
details. This framework extends the Fast R-CNN framework for the combination
of several convolutional features from different stages of the used CNN to improve
the network’s detection accuracy. The Caltech Pedestrian dataset was used to train
and evaluate the proposed method.
Keywords: Object Detection, Pedestrian detection, Deep learning, Multi-stage
features.
4.1 Introduction
Lopez de Avila [2015] defined a Smart Destination as an innovative tourist destination with
an infrastructure of state-of-the-art technology. It guarantees the sustainable development of
tourist areas, facilitates the visitor’s interaction with and integration into the surroundings,
increases the quality of the experience at the destination, and it improves residents’ quality
of life. Gretzel [2011] mentioned Smart Destinations as special cases of Smart Cities, which
apply smart city principles to urban or rural areas, and not only consider residents but also
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the differences of feature maps due to person size. Top: three
images from the Caltech Pedestrian dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012] show pedestrians of various
sizes and aspect ratios. Red rectangles indicate pedestrians with a height greater than 160
pixels; blue rectangles correspond to heights between 80 and 160 pixels; green rectangles
correspond to pedestrians smaller than 80 pixels. Bottom: pedestrian crops of different sizes
(first row) and their corresponding feature maps (second row). Smaller pedestrians (at right)
convey significantly different feature maps compared to bigger ones (at left).
tourists in efforts to support mobility, resource availability and allocation, sustainability and
quality of life.
Pedestrian detection and tracking is a topic with a clear application in Smart Cities and
Smart Destinations, in addition to many other applications in robotics, surveillance, security
and telecare systems. For instance, the latter can be used to monitor senior persons for the
detection of abnormal behavior related to chronic or new ailments [Farrajota et al., 2016a].
In terms of security, with all available cameras in the cities it is important to detect on-the-fly
suspicious behaviors in order to alert authorities. Both telecare and security systems seem
very distinct at the beginning, but the principle is the same: (a) detect visible persons and
pedestrians in an environment; and (b) classify the movements and actions of those persons.
Detecting pedestrians by identifying visible persons is difficult because of variations in the
target appearance, pose, size, lighting and occlusion. Moreover, each independent variation
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affects detection differently, but the two main effects that hamper detection most are scale
and occlusion [Li et al., 2015]. For example, in the Caltech dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012],
many pedestrians are small: over 60% of all labeled persons in the test set have a height
smaller than 100 pixels. In addition to having reduced size, other effects like blurring and
lighting make them difficult to distinguish from the background. Also, large-size pedestrians
usually show different visual characteristics than smaller-sized ones (see Fig. 4.1).
To address these issues, existing work has tackled the scale variation problem in several
ways. Data augmentation techniques [Girshick, 2015] like resizing and multiple scales have
been used to increase robustness to scale variations. Other methods used a single model but
with several filters tuned to specific scales which are applied to all pedestrians with various
sizes. This, however, cannot solve the problems due to the large intra-class variation of
small and large persons. Recently, another method [Li et al., 2015] exploited the different
characteristics of pedestrians with various sizes by adopting a divide-and-conquer strategy.
Li et al. combined a large-size sub-network with a small-size one for detecting pedestrians
of varying sizes. The use of a weighted score of both sub-network responses significantly
increased accuracy because each network is tuned to different features.
In this chapter we pursue a different strategy in order to cope with feature differences due
to person sizes. We present an object detection framework which uses multi-stage features of
a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to improve detection accuracy. By using feature
maps from different convolutional layers with different receptive field sizes, we can cope with
some ambiguity in discerning pedestrians from background due to the size variability. Since
the size of a receptive field depends on the depth of its layer in the network, different fields
will code different features of differently sized pedestrians. The proposed method extends
the Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] framework by using and combining multiple feature maps
from different stages of a CNN for classification. The Caltech pedestrian dataset will be
used to train and test the proposed method.
The main contribution of this chapter is the integration of multiple features from different
stages of a deep CNN to improve detection accuracy. While most detection methods do not
take advantage of more information available in the CNN pipeline, here we investigate the
usefulness of employing more features maps besides the last convolutional layer, which holds
more complex features than the previous layers. Also, we investigate various sources of
features in a CNN pipeline and their effects on the final accuracy. A secondary contribution
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of our work is the analysis of the performance of several different types of architectures.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: in Sec. 4.2 we describe related work on
pedestrian detection. In Sec. 4.3 we provide an overview of the proposed method’s function-
ality and a detailed description of our framework architecture. In Sec. 4.4 we provide details
concerning the training and testing of several types of architectures and layer combinations
in order to achieve the final model, and also we compare results of the proposed method with
other state-of-the-art methods. Finally, in Sec. 4.5 we provide some conclusions concerning
the proposed method.
4.2 Related work
Due to significant advances in recent years, deep learning methods now provide the leading
artificial vision framework for classification, categorization and detection tasks. Particularly
pedestrian detection has received a lot of attention over the past decade [Dalal and Triggs,
2005; Dolla´r et al., 2009; Li et al., 2015; Ouyang and Wang, 2012, 2013; Sermanet et al.,
2013b; Wang et al., 2009]. This is due to many applications involving video surveillance,
robotics and human-computer interaction. Current methods for pedestrian detection can be
grouped into two categories: models based on hand-crafted features [Dalal and Triggs, 2005;
Dolla´r et al., 2014, 2009; Viola et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009] and deep models [Ouyang and
Wang, 2012, 2013; Sermanet et al., 2013b]. In the first category, detection algorithms rely on
features such as Haar wavelets [Viola et al., 2005], Histograms of Oriented Gradients (HOG)
[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] or Histograms of Oriented Gradients-Local Binary Pattern (HOG-
LBP) [Wang et al., 2009], which are then used to train Support Vector Machines (SVMs)
[Dalal and Triggs, 2005] or to boost other classifiers [Dolla´r et al., 2009], in order to detect
either entire persons or hierarchies of parts. In the second category, deep Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) [Girshick, 2015; He et al., 2014; Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015]
provide a unified, jointly optimizable framework for feature extraction and classification from
raw pixel images. Most methods treat pedestrian detection as a mere binary classification
task and cannot grasp more difficult intra-class variations which are known to complicate
person detection.
• Hand-crafted methods [Dalal and Triggs, 2005; Dolla´r et al., 2014, 2009; Viola et al.,
2005; Wang et al., 2009]: These approaches use either global models with full-body ap-
pearance [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], assemblies of local features [Viola et al., 2005], or part
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detectors [Mikolajczyk et al., 2004]. Many descriptor-based detectors have been used. Dalal
and Triggs [2005] HOG histograms extended the idea of the popular local Scale Invariant
Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptor [Lowe, 2004] to entire objects. Other authors have pro-
posed additional features to improve the representation of the descriptor, namely the use of
color through self-similarity features (CSS) [Walk et al., 2010], texture through block-based
Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [Ahonen et al., 2006], and the design of efficient gradient-
based features via integral channels [Dolla´r et al., 2009]. Moreover, the combination of such
features was shown to improve the overall accuracy w.r.t. some baseline accuracy. Wang
et al. [2009] combined LBP and HOG features to deal with partial occlusions of pedestrians.
Dolla´r et al. [2009] proposed the Integral Channel Features (ICF) and Aggregated Channel
Features (ACF) [Dolla´r et al., 2014]. Both methods consist of combining information from
gradient histograms in LUV color space. Furthermore, Nam et al. [2014] extended ACF by
an efficient feature transform that removes correlations in local image neighborhoods [Har-
iharan et al., 2012]. Cai et al. [2015] combined features of different complexities to find an
optimal trade-off between complexity and accuracy. These methods are generally cheap to
compute and some even perform detection at very high frame rates (+100 fps) [Benenson
et al., 2012], and the best sliding window algorithm [Nam et al., 2014] scores a 25% miss
rate on the Caltech Pedestrian Dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012].
• Deep learning methods [Girshick, 2015; Ouyang and Wang, 2012, 2013; Sermanet
et al., 2013b]: The advantage and usefulness of deep learning methods is based on their abil-
ity to learn complex features from raw pixels. Sermanet et al. [2013b] applied convolutional
sparse coding to the unsupervised pre-training of a CNN for pedestrian detection. Tian
et al. [2015b] optimized pedestrian detection by using semantic attributes of both pedestri-
ans and scene. Xu et al. [2014] detected the input pattern at different scales in multiple
columns simultaneously and concatenated the top-layer feature maps from all columns for
final classification. Li et al. [2015] developed a framework which consisted of one large-size
and one small-size sub-network, and fusing the results using a scale-aware weighting mecha-
nism. These methods out-perform hand-crafted ones accuracy wise having miss rates bellow
25% on the Caltech Pedestrian Dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012], although being significantly
slower in detection time compared to hand-crafted methods.
Here we investigate the use of additional information from previous convolutional layers
as in Sermanet et al. [2013b] to improve accuracy. Sermanet et al. [2013b] investigated the
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use of additional information as provided by previous feature map stages for increasing the
overall performance of a network. However, instead of using the immediate convolutional
layers before the last one which have the same (coarse) spatial convolution stride, we use in-
formation from earlier layers in the convolution pipeline where finer information is available.
Usually, CNNs used in classification tasks are organized in a strictly feed-forward manner
where each layer takes the output of the previous layer as its input. In this way, high-level
features are obtained after a few stages of convolutions and subsampling. With this in mind,
by branching the outputs of lower levels into the top classifier, features that encode both
global structures and local details, such as a global silhouette and face components in the
case of person detection, can be useful for better class separation.
• Fast R-CNN framework: Shared computation of convolutions has been widely used
for efficient and accurate visual recognition, and several methods take advantage of this
[Girshick, 2015; Sermanet et al., 2013a]. The Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] detector allows
efficient end-to-end training on shared convolutional features and it showed good accuracy
and speed. It takes around 350ms to classify over 1000 detection windows on 640×480 pixel
images in the Caltech Pedestrian Dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012], outperforming most methods
in accuracy with a miss rate less than 12%. Here we use this framework and extend it to
use feature maps of extra convolutional layers in order to increase accuracy.
4.3 Multi-stage networks
In this section we provide an overview of our method (Sec. 4.3.1), describe the network’s
architecture details (Sec. 4.3.2) and explain how Region-of-Interest (RoI) proposals are gen-
erated (Sec. 4.3.3).
4.3.1 Method Overview
The proposed method, coined Multi-Stage Feature (MSF) Fast R-CNN, is capable of inte-
grating several feature maps from multiple convolutional layers of a CNN and to combine
them in a single network of fully-connected layers for classification. It works as follows: the
model takes images and a number of RoI proposals as input and then outputs detection
results. The model is composed of three main components: i) a CNN to extract feature
maps from convolutional layers; ii) a RoI pooling layer that extracts sub-sections defined by
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the architecture of our Multi-Stage Features (MSF) Fast R-CNN
model. First, features are extracted from an input image using a sequence of convolutional
layers from a VGG16 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] network, keeping only the layers up
to the last max pooling layer for feature extraction. Next, convolutional feature maps are
extracted from the 10th and 13th convolutional layers and each are then fed into a separate
RoI pooling layer.Finally, they are fed into four fully-connected layers, ending up with two
output fully-connected layers: one (cls) outputs classification scores over 2 object classes
(pedestrian and background); the other (reg) outputs refined bounding-box positions.
the input RoI proposal coordinates in the image from two convolutional feature maps in the
CNN pipeline; and iii) a final network classifies the extracted sub-sections (pedestrian or
background class) and it also outputs refined bounding-box positions. With the integration
of multiple feature maps, our method can capture more unique combinations of character-
istics of pedestrians. This is useful for coping with effects like varying sizes and occlusions.
The combined features provide a more detailed characterization of a region, which aids a
classifier to better separate (distinguish) pedestrians from background. The proposed archi-
tecture is based on the popular Fast R-CNN Object detection framework [Girshick, 2015]
because of its speed and simplicity during training and detection, and also because of its
versatility for being extended to use multiple feature maps in a single feed-forward network.
4.3.2 MSF Fast R-CNN Architecture
Figure 4.2 shows the architecture of the Multi-Stage Feature (MSF) Fast R-CNN network
in detail. For detection, our model receives an image and several RoI proposal coordinates
as input. The image is passed through several convolutional layers, non-linear functions and
max pooling layers in order to extract feature maps. Then, features from two convolutional
layers are pooled in a RoI Pooling layer which selects a fixed-length feature vector of the
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two feature maps, the length depending on the coordinates as provided by RoI proposal
box. These two feature vectors are then fed into two separate classification networks which
are composed of two sequential fully-connected layers followed by two parallel ouput layers
with smaller size. Finally, the outputs of the two networks are connected to two parallel
output layers which produce two output vectors per object proposal. The first one outputs
classification scores of two object classes (pedestrian and background) which are fed into
a SoftMax layer. The latter produces probabilities of the two classes for each input object
proposal. The second layer is a bounding-box regressor which outputs bounding-box position
refinements, but only for the pedestrian object class.
4.3.3 RoI Proposals Detection
We use the ACF [Dolla´r et al., 2014] and LDCF [Nam et al., 2014] detectors in order to
generate RoI proposals. These detectors are publicly available and both use a fast sliding
window strategy that performs quite well for rigid object detection. Also, they can be trained
to detect specific object categories like pedestrians. This allows us to generate high quality
RoI proposals quickly and efficiently. We use the Caltech dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012] for
training the ACF pedestrian detector, and the generated proposals are then used as input
to train our Fast R-CNN network. For evaluation we use a pre-trained LDCF detector to
generate proposals for test images because of its smaller miss-rate on the Caltech Pedestrian
Dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012] compared to the ACF detector, thus improving the overall
performance of our detector.
4.4 Experiments
In this section we provide details on the dataset used for training and evaluation (Sec. 4.4.1),
the actual implementation (Sec. 4.4.2), an analysis of some key aspects of the architecture
(Sec. 4.4.3) and we will benchmark results with other state-of-the-art methods for pedestrian
detection (Sec. 4.4.4).
4.4.1 Dataset
We only use the Caltech Pedestrian dataset [Dolla´r et al., 2012]. This dataset and its
benchmark is one of the most popular and challenging publicly available datasets. It consists
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of about 10 hours of 30 fps video collected from a vehicle which was driving in urban traffic.
Each frame has been densely annotated with bounding boxes of pedestrians. There are about
350,000 bounding boxes of about 2,300 unique pedestrians labeled in 250,000 frames. The
normal evaluation procedure is to use the standard “Reasonable” train/test setting, which
provides 4250 frames with about 2000 annotated pedestrians for training, and for testing the
set provides 4024 frames with roughly 1000 pedestrians. Since the videos are fully annotated,
the amount of training data can be increased by re-sampling the videos. Following Hosang
et al. [2015b], we increased the training data by selecting every third frame (instead of one
out of thirty frames as in the standard setup) from each video of the training data. This
resulted in a tenfold increase of available annotations: about 20,000 annotated pedestrians
extracted from 42782 frames. We followed the proposed evaluation protocol by measuring
the log average miss rate over nine points ranging from 10−2 to 100 False-Positives-Per-Image
(FPPI). We also compare performance with the best-performing methods as suggested by
the Caltech benchmark on the “reasonable” subsets, where pedestrians have a height of at
least 50 pixels and are occluded at most 65%.
4.4.2 Implementation Details
4.4.2.1 RoI Proposal Generation
We first trained an ACF detector using the full Caltech training dataset to generate high
quality pedestrian proposals for training the R-CNN network. We used similar parameters as
in Nam et al. [2014]. The depth of the trees was increased twofold (from 4096 to 8192), and
the number of negative samples was increased to 100,000. We applied a calibration factor of
0.1 and a threshold of -1 to generate many RoI proposals which are then used as input to
the R-CNN network. Additionally, we used RoI proposals generated by the LDCF detector
on the Caltech training dataset to increase the number of available proposals for training.
In order to further increase the number of overlapping pedestrians, we slightly jittered the
box coordinates. To that purpose, we jittered the (x, y) box coordinates around an offset
of ±10% of the RoI box width, with small step sizes of 1/4 of the box width and height in
the x and y coordinates, respectively, to generate new RoI coordinates around the original
box. This increased the total number of generated proposals by a factor of sixteen. For
evaluation, we used the default parameters of the publicly available LDCF detector without
any additional data augmentation to generate test RoI proposals.
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4.4.2.2 MSF Fast R-CNN detector
We used a VGG16 [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] ConvNet model for feature extraction,
which has been trained on ImageNet [Russakovsky et al., 2015]. This is standard practice
for deep networks, since the number of parameters is much larger than the available data for
training a specific application and it provides a good starting point for the actual training.
The network was trained on the ILSVR2012 [Russakovsky et al., 2015] dataset with 1 million
images of 224× 224 pixels. We used all layers up to the last max-pooling layer, and during
training the first four convolutional layers in the network had their parameters fixed (i.e.,
they were not optimized). Furthermore, we extracted feature maps from two convolutional
layers in the CNN pipeline, from layer 13 which is the last CNN layer and from layer 10.
The RoI pooling layers extract feature maps for each RoI proposal with a fixed resolution of
7× 7 grid pixels.
The networks were trained using stochastic gradient descent with a momentum of 0.9 and
a weight decay of 0.0005. All network weights which were not pre-trained on ImageNet were
randomly initialized with a uniform distribution on [-0.01, 0.01]. We used mini-batches of
128 randomly sampled object proposals from two images; 25% of these were positive RoI
proposals having an intersect-over-union (IoU) of at least 0.5 with ground truth boxes. The
remaining samples were negative object proposals; 25% of these were RoI proposals having an
IoU with the ground truth box in the interval [0.1, 0.5), and the remaining 75% of the object
proposals had 0% overlap with ground truth boxes. Dropout with 50% chance was applied
to all fully-connected layers of the classifier except for the first one, and batch normalization
[Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015] was used for faster convergence during training. We updated the
network parameters with a learning rate of 0.001 for 4 epochs and then reduced it by 1/10th
for an extra 3 epochs, with a total of 7 epochs for training using the same combined loss as
in Girshick [2015]. During training and testing, the scale of the input image was set to 800
pixels on the shortest side. For data augmentation, images were horizontally flipped with a
probability of 50%.
The implementation was done using the popular deep learning Torch7 [Collobert et al.,
2011a] platform, and the network was trained on two NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN Black
GPUs with 6GB of memory each.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the various architectures analyzed. Four different configurations
were tested: a) the vanilla Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015]; b) a network with two RoI pooling
layers which combine features from two different layers into a single fully-connected classifier;
c) a network with two RoI pooling layers each feeding into a separate network of fully-
connected layers, later joined into another network of fully-connected layers with two outputs;
and d) two separate RoI pooling layers each feeding separate networks with two outputs.
These are then combined into two final outputs, one for classification and the other for
regression.
4.4.3 Framework Analysis
We analyzed two key components of the network design: i) which architecture provides
the best framework to combine multiple feature maps (Sec. 4.4.3.1), and ii) which feature
map combinations provide the best increase in accuracy (Sec. 4.4.3.2). Finally, we illus-
trate detection results on several test images and present results on the Caltech test set
(Sec. 4.4.3.3).
4.4.3.1 Architecture
We tested three different architectures which all combine multiple feature maps and com-
pared them with the vanilla Fast R-CNN architecture. Figure 4.3 shows the different ar-
chitectures analyzed: a) the vanilla Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] model using a VGG16
[Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015] network for feature extraction; b) a network in which two
feature maps from different stages of the VGG16 model are each pooled by a separate RoI
pooling layer, and then fed into a single fully-connected layer; c) a network in which two
convolutional maps and RoI pooling layers each feed into separate, fully-connected networks,
and then both are combined into a final fully-connected network with two output layers; and
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Network architecture miss rate
Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] 18.86%
network b) 17.83%
network c) 41.16%
network d) 17.40%
Table 4.1: Performance comparison of the vanilla Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] model and
the three different architectures which apply feature combinations.
d) the same as c) but with two separate networks each with two outputs (one for classification
and another for bounding-box regression) and then the outputs are separately fed into two
final, fully-connected layers, one only for classification and the other only for box regression.
All fully-connected layers, with the exception of the final output layers, have 4096 hidden
units. Also, the ReLU nonlinearity is applied in each layer except for the output layers, and
dropout with 50% chance is used as well. All four networks were trained and evaluated using
the same parameters as described in Sec. 4.4.2.
Table 4.1 shows the miss rates of the different architectures. Relative to the vanilla Fast
R-CNN, the use of multi-stage features improves miss rate by 1.03% and 1.46% when using
architectures b) and d), respectively. Architecture c) showed a performance loss of about
22%. We may conclude that the fourth architecture provided the best way to combine several
feature maps.
4.4.3.2 Feature maps
Several combinations of different feature maps from different stages of the CNN (architecture
d) were tested in order to determine the best combination. We compared five different feature
pairs and the use of only the feature map from the last convolutional layer; see Table 4.2.
We only considered the last 6 convolutional layers of the VGG16 model (layers 8 to 13)
mainly because all these layers have many complex kernels (512) of size 3× 3 with a stride
of 1. We point out that layers 8 to 10 have feature maps which are bigger than feature maps
from layers 11 to 13. This is due to a max-pooling layer between layers 10 and 11. It is also
important to note that pairs which include one earlier layer provide better results. The best
result was obtained by combining layers 13 and 10 (Table 4.2). The reason for the use of
an early layer is the bigger size of the feature map, with more features available for smaller
detections than in later layers. Early layers may contain finer detail information that can be
helpful to better distinguish pedestrians from background.
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VGG16 Conv. Layers miss rate
L13 18.86%
L13+L12 18.45%
L13+L11 17.67%
L13+L10 17.40%
L13+L9 17.49%
L13+L8 17.48%
Table 4.2: Miss rates of architecture d) using different combinations of feature maps.
4.4.3.3 Detection Results
Detection results of the MSF Fast R-CNN model are shown in Fig. 4.4. For comparison,
the results of the MSF Fast R-CNN model (fourth column) are shown next to ground-
truth annotations (first column), the LDCF [Nam et al., 2014] method (second column) and
vanilla Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015] (third column). Red rectangles correspond to annotated
ground-truth bounding boxes and green ones are detection results. Figure 4.4 shows that
the MSF Fast R-CNN detector produces less false positives compared to the LDCF and the
vanilla Fast R-CNN detectors.
4.4.4 State-or-the-art comparison
Benchmark results on the Caltech test set are reported in Fig. 4.5. We compared the result
of our method with 14 other top-performing methods, including VJ [Viola and Jones, 2004],
HOG [Dalal and Triggs, 2005], SCF+AlexNet [Hosang et al., 2015b], Katamari [Benenson
et al., 2015], SpatialPooling+ [Paisitkriangkrai et al., 2014], SCCPriors [Yang et al., 2015b],
TA-CNN [Tian et al., 2015b], CCF [Yang et al., 2015a], Checkerboards [Zhang et al., 2015b],
CCF+CF [Yang et al., 2015a], Checkerboards+ [Zhang et al., 2015b], CompACT-Deep [Cai
et al., 2015], DeepParts [Tian et al., 2015a], and SA-FastRCNN [Li et al., 2015]. Also, we
used the public available toolbox for benchmarking our method provided by Dolla´r et al.
[2012] which uses an evaluation metric with a log-average miss rate at 10−1 FPPI to sum-
marize the detector’s performance (lower is better). Our method performance is ranked at
the 6th position of the top 10 performing algorithms, with an overall miss rate of 17.40%.
Many of the methods used in this benchmark are based on boosted trees of simple hand-
engineered features like HOG, LBP, LUV or orientation gradients and use a sliding window
approach for detection (VJ, HOG, Katamari, SpatialPooling+, SCCPriors, Checkerboards,
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of detection results with other state-of-the-art methods. The first
column shows input test images with annotated pedestrians in red ground-truth boxes. The
remaining columns show detections (green rectangles) of the following methods: LDCF [Nam
et al., 2014] (second column), LDCF [Nam et al., 2014] + vanilla Fast R-CNN [Girshick, 2015]
(third column) and LDCF [Nam et al., 2014] + MSF Fast R-CNN (fourth column).
Checkerboards+). Other methods replace hand-engineered features with learned features
from pre-trained CNNs (SCF+AlexNet, TA-CNN, CCF, CompACT-Deep, DeepParts), and
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the CFF+CF combines both hand-engineered with learned features for an increase in perfor-
mance. Finally, our method and the SA-FastRCNN use learned features from a pre-trained
CNN to classify region proposals. Besides the Checkerboards+ method, all top-5 methods
used learned features from a CNN. The best method scored 9.68% miss rate and employs
a modified Fast R-CNN framework using a VGG16 CNN as a feature extractor and region
proposals generated by the ACF detector.
It is important to note that the significant gap between our method and the top-performing
method SA-FastRCNN (which uses the same framework) might be related to implementation
issues and inefficiencies of our method implemented in the Torch7 [Collobert et al., 2011a]
platform compared with the original model in the Caffe [Jia et al., 2014] platform.
4.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we presented a method for pedestrian detection which is based on deep neural
networks with multi-stage feature combination. The proposed method employs multiple
convolutional features from different processing layers. This results in an increased detection
performance without many extra computations. We demonstrated that combining features
from an early stage with those from a later one makes it easier to distinguish pedestrians
from background. Also, this combination of global features with finer details performs best
when they are fed into a couple of networks that are combined in a final stage of the model.
The improvements introduced can lead to better detections in surveillance, security and
telecare systems.
In future work we expect to benchmark the current framework with the most popular
CNNs like GoogleNet [Szegedy et al., 2014a] or ResNet [He et al., 2015], and investigate
more advanced region proposal generators besides ACF and LDCF.
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Figure 4.5: Performance comparison of our method with other state-of-the-art methods on
the Caltech dataset. Our model shows competitive results, placed among the top-10 best
performing algorithms with a 17.40% miss rate (lower is better).
Chapter 5
Human Joint Position Estimation
Pose estimation is the task of discovering the pose of an object in an image or in a
sequence of images. Here, we focus on articulated human pose estimation in scenes
with a single person. We employ a series of residual auto-encoders to produce mul-
tiple predictions which are then combined to provide a heatmap of body joints. In
this network topology, features are processed across all scales which capture the
various spatial relationships associated with the body. Repeated bottom-up and
top-down processing with intermediate supervision of each auto-encoder network is
applied. We propose some improvements of this type of regression-based networks
to further increase performance, namely (a) increase the number of parameters of
the auto-encoder networks in the pipeline, (b) use stronger regularization along with
heavy data augmentation, (c) use sub-pixel precision for more precise joint local-
ization, and (d) combine all auto-encoder output heatmaps into a single prediction.
We demonstrate state-of-the-art results on the popular FLIC and LSP datasets.
Keywords: Human pose, ConvNet, Neural Networks, Auto-encoders
5.1 Introduction
Human pose estimation has substantially progressed on many popular benchmarks [An-
driluka et al., 2014; Ess et al., 2008], including single person pose estimation [Chen and
Yuille, 2014; Newell et al., 2016; Pishchulin et al., 2013b; Sapp and Taskar, 2013; Tompson
et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2016]. For a pose estimation system to be effective it must be ro-
bust to deformation and occlusion, be invariant to changes in appearance due to factors like
clothing and lighting, and yet be sufficiently accurate on rare and novel poses. Early work on
pose estimation tackled these difficulties by using robust image features and sophisticated
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structured prediction [Sapp and Taskar, 2013]. Deep learning methods [Pishchulin et al.,
2013b] have replaced the conventional pipeline by convolutional neural networks (ConvNets)
which constitute the main driver behind the huge leap in performance of many computer
vision tasks. Pose estimation systems [Chen and Yuille, 2014; Newell et al., 2016; Tompson
et al., 2015; Wei et al., 2016] adopted ConvNets as their main building block, often replacing
hand-crafted features and graphical models.
In this chapter we employ a regression-based ConvNet, adding improvements for single-
person pose estimation methods based on 2D heatmaps of body joints with intermediate
supervision. Similar to Newell et al. [2016], we use stacks of deep residual auto-encoder
networks connected end-to-end and trained jointly in a pipeline which iteratively refines the
final prediction of the model. This topology allows for repeated bottom-up and top-down
inferences across scales, which in conjunction with the use of intermediate supervision yields
performance improvements. An auto-encoder is a feed-forward, non-recurrent convolutional
neural network that aims to learn a representation (encoding) for a set of data, typically for
the purpose of dimensionality reduction and input reconstruction. A residual auto-encoder
is a variation of the basic auto-encoder network but aims to learn a residual mapping instead
of the original underlying mapping of the image structure. This is achieved by using residual
blocks instead of common convolutional layers. Intermediate supervision addresses vanishing
gradients of the network by regenerating them throughout the backpropagation process. It
consists of minimizing a combined loss of all auto-encoders’ outputs of the pipeline. This
helps to train large models which tend to suffer from vanishing gradients due to the size of
the architectures. Furthermore, by combining all predictions from the auto-encoder networks
in the pipeline with a weighted sum, we further increase the overall accuracy.
The main contributions of this chapter are (a) the increase of the number of parameters of
the auto-encoder networks in the pipeline, (b) the use of stronger regularization along with
heavy data augmentation in order to increase the robustness of the network, (c) sub-pixel
precision for more precise body joint localization, and (d) the combination of multiple predic-
tions obtained from the network’s auto-encoders at all stages into a single weighted heatmap
prediction. The last step provides additional accuracy at negligible cost. We demonstrate
state-of-the-art results on standard benchmarks, i.e., the FLIC [Sapp and Taskar, 2013] and
LSP [Johnson and Everingham, 2011] datasets.
The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 5.2 an overview of the state-of-the-art
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literature in human pose estimation is presented. In Section 5.3 the model’s architecture is
described in detail. Section 5.4 deals with the implementation and optimization of the model,
and benchmark results on the two popular pose estimation datasets are shown. Finally, in
Section 5.5 some conclusions are provided.
5.2 Related Work
Early approaches to articulated pose estimation were pictorial structure models [Pishchulin
et al., 2013a] in which spatial relations between parts of the body are expressed as a tree-
structured graphical model with kinematic priors that link connected limbs. Other ap-
proaches like hierarchical models [Sun and Savarese, 2011] represent the relationships be-
tween parts at different scales and sizes in a hierarchical tree structure. Non-tree models
[Dantone et al., 2013] refine predictions by introducing loops to augment the tree structure
with additional edges that capture occlusion, symmetry and long-range relationships. In con-
trast, methods based on a sequential prediction framework [Ramakrishna et al., 2014] learn
an implicit spatial model with complex interactions between variables by directly training
an inference procedure.
Recently, there has been an increased interest in ConvNet models [Pishchulin et al., 2015;
Tompson et al., 2014, 2015] which can be categorized as detection-based [Chen and Yuille,
2014; Insafutdinov et al., 2016; Pishchulin et al., 2015; Tompson et al., 2014, 2015] and
regression-based [Toshev and Szegedy, 2014; Wei et al., 2016]. Detection-based methods
rely on ConvNets as part detectors that are later combined with graphical models [Chen
and Yuille, 2014; Tompson et al., 2014], which require hand-designed energy functions or
heuristic initialization of spatial probability priors to remove outliers on the regressed confi-
dence maps. Some of these methods also employ a dedicated network for precision refinement
[Pishchulin et al., 2015; Tompson et al., 2015]. Regression-based models aim to minimize
an energy function directly by using regression of a confidence map. The method by Bu-
lat and Tzimiropoulos [2016] uses a cascade-based ConvNet for a two-step detection. A
detection-based approach is used to convey confidence maps, which are then processed in a
following network using an optimized regression-based approach. A recent development of
regression-based methods has been the replacement of the standard L2 loss between body
part predictions and ground truth locations by a confidence map regression. The L2 loss
between predicted and ground truth confidence maps is encoded as 2D Gaussian blobs which
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are centered at the part locations [Tompson et al., 2014]. Such maps are also called heatmaps.
Very recently, residual learning [He et al., 2015] has been applied to articulated pose es-
timation [Insafutdinov et al., 2016; Newell et al., 2016]. Insafutdinov et al. used residual
learning for part detection, whereas Newell et al. applied stacked hourglass networks. The
latter extended residual learning to fully convolutional [Long et al., 2015] and deconvolutional
[Newell et al., 2016] networks, allowing for a more sophisticated top-down processing. Here,
we further explore residual learning and stacked auto-encoders as in Newell et al. [2016].
We use auto-encoders with progressively more features in layers as the spatial receptive field
increases, heavy data augmentation with stronger regularization in order to increase the
model’s generalization to novel poses, and exploit the predictive capabilities of the stacked
network’s pipeline by combining all inference heatmaps of body parts from all stages (i.e.
from all auto-encoder outputs) to compose the final prediction. This final step takes advan-
tage of the ability of the network to provide multiple predictions with increasingly higher
fidelity of body part locations at each stage of the pipeline. Hence, more information can be
used when producing the final prediction, thus increasing the overall accuracy.
5.3 Methods and Results
The articulated pose estimation scheme works as follows: (i) the model takes as input
an image with a centered person and outputs a heatmap of all body joints; then (ii) the
final prediction of the network consists of extracting the maximally activated locations of
the heatmap for any given joint. In the following section we will describe the network’s
architecture.
5.3.1 Model Architecture
The architecture (Fig. 5.1, top row) is based on a deep ConvNet composed of multiple auto-
encoders stacked together end-to-end, feeding the output of each into the next (Fig. 5.2, c)).
This provides the network with a mechanism for repeated bottom-up and top-down inference,
producing a refinement of the initial estimate and features across the stacks. We also use
intermediate supervision to refine the heatmaps produced at each stage of the network. By
doing so, the problem of vanishing gradients is addressed by replenishing them at each stage
of the network during training. This results in faster convergence and ultimately in better
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Figure 5.1: Top: Network architecture, where C represents a 7× 7 convolution, R a residual
block, AE an auto-encoder network, c a 1× 1 convolution, and 256, 128 and 64 indicate the
resolution (in pixels) of a layer/block in a stage of the pipeline. Bottom: examples of results.
heatmap predictions. Also, after the model has been trained, we combine all responses
from all auto-encoders in the network to form an ensemble of predictions to produce the
final heatmap. This is achieved by combining all output heatmaps and feeding them into
a sequence of two 1 × 1 convolutional layers, which maps a weighted sum of all heatmap
predictions into a single one. A 1× 1 convolutional layer works like a fully-connected neural
network and it works on varying-sized inputs in comparison with the fully-connected network
which requires a fixed-size input. It computes a weighted sum of all features in a 1× 1 grid
of the feature map and is often used for dimensionality reduction of in fully convolutional
networks.
An ensemble of several networks is often used to improve the overall performance of a
method. We also take advantage of the multiple predictions that the networks provide.
In addition, the final accuracy of the model is slightly increased without additional cost
in processing time, since we can train one network once and employ this multiple times.
Although the predictions are similar, their combination still improves the final score.
In Fig. 5.1, the architecture of the our model is shown. The model is a fully convolutional
network which applies a 7× 7 convolution (C) to the input pixels, followed by max-pooling
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for resolution reduction and a series of four residual blocks (R) [He et al., 2015] to increase
the feature dimensionality before the auto-encoder (AE) networks [Newell et al., 2016]. Each
auto-encoder output is combined with the following one’s output by a 1 × 1 convolutional
layer (c) in order to produce a prediction. The auto-encoder networks used are composed
of a sequence of residual blocks followed by max-pooling and up-sampling layers to produce
a heatmap (Fig. 5.2, a)). Their architecture is similar to the hourglass networks as used
in Newell et al. [2016], where consecutive residual blocks and max-pooling layers process
and reduce the feature map to a low resolution (a minimum of 4 × 4 pixels), and then up-
sampling layers with bicubic interpolation and shortcut connections to previous layers before
max-pooling, restoring the feature map resolution to a size of 64 × 64 pixels. A series of
1× 1 convolutions reduce the feature dimensionality to match the number of body joints to
be detected when producing the output heatmap.
The differences between our auto-encoders and the hourglass network of Newell et al.
[2016] are the following: (1) we use residual blocks with increasingly more filter kernels.
than the previous block as the feature map resolution decreases, and (2) an auto-encoder’s
output heatmap is a combination of the current output produced by the network with the
previous auto-encoder’s output by using a 1× 1 convolution. First, by increasing the auto-
encoders total number of parameters we effectively increase the overall network’s prediction
capability at the cost of a larger footprint in memory and a moderate increase in processing
time. Second, by combining the current prediction of an auto-encoder with the previous
one in the pipeline, we further increase the network’s overall performance with a negligible
increase in training time. Our empirical tests showed that this combination provides a
boost in accuracy with a small cost associated with the training time. These modifications
significantly improve the overall accuracy of the network, justifying the increase in memory
usage and processing time.
We apply residual bottleneck blocks [He et al., 2015] throughout the network (Fig. 5.2,
b)). These blocks are composed of a sequence of convolutions with a maximum filter size of
3× 3 with bottlenecking, combined with a shortcut connection (for more information see He
et al. [2015]). Bottlenecking consists of reducing the dimensionality of an input via a 1× 1
convolution before performing some costly function (here a 3 × 3 convolution). Then, its
dimensionality is regenerated back to the original size (again, using a 1× 1 convolution); see
Fig. 5.2 b). This scheme helps to reduce the total memory usage and processing time of the
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Figure 5.2: Ilustrations of the residual auto-encoder network (a), residual block (b) and the
connection between auto-encoders (c). In a), the residual auto-encoder network’s residual
blocks, max-pooling and bilinear interpolation up-sampling layers are represented by R, M
and U , respectively. For easier understanding, the feature map pixel resolution is coded by
the size of the blocks and by a color scheme where the background color indicates the feature
map resolution size: purple is 64× 64, yellow is 32× 32, green is 16× 16, blue is 8× 8 and
salmon color is 4 × 4. Also, for each component, their feature dimension is indicated by a
number and a bracket, for example, 256-d refers to a feature map with a dimension of size
256. Figure b) shows the composition of a residual block used throughout our network. In
c), the connection between auto-encoder networks is shown. An auto-encoder network is
illustrated by a sequence of grey rectangles and its output by a sequence of white rectangles
which relate to 1 × 1 convolutions followed by the combination of the previous output and
the current one defined by the square c.
network, while maintaining strong feature representations and accuracy.
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5.4 Implementation, Tests and Results
In the following sections we provide implementation and optimization details of the model
and show benchmark results on two popular pose estimation datasets.
5.4.1 Implementation Details
We used RGB images with 256 × 256 pixels as input for the network (Fig. 5.1, top row;
see Sec. 5.3.1). To have normalized input samples, we centered the cropping region around
the persons and only applied zero padding and resizing. This is different depending on the
dataset used; see Sec. 5.4.2. In case of the Frames Labeled In Cinema [Sapp and Taskar,
2013] dataset, samples were cropped by centering on the center of the torso bounding box
annotation. In case of the Leeds Sports Pose [Johnson and Everingham, 2011] dataset,
we used the person-centric annotations to obtain the center coordinates of the person: by
determining the minimum and maximum coordinate limits of all body joint annotations, and
then computing the center coordinate. In case of the MPII Human Pose [Andriluka et al.,
2014] dataset, annotations of the center of the person and size were used for cropping and
scaling. During training on all sets, we applied data augmentation by image rotation [-40◦,
40◦], scaling [0.7, 1.3], horizontal flipping with 50% chance, and color transformations by
varying the image brightness, contrast and saturation by up to 40%.
The model architecture is composed of a stack of eight auto-encoders with residual blocks,
and two 1×1 convolutional layers as a final regression network for combining all the outputs
of the auto-encoders in the stack. The model starts with a convolutional layer with a 7× 7
kernel and stride of 2 in x and y, followed by a residual block, a max-pooling layer with stride
2 in x and y, and three more residual blocks in order to reduce the resolution from 256 to
64 pixels. Then, the last residual block is connected to the first auto-encoder network. The
eight auto-encoders are connected end-to-end in the network. Finally, all output heatmaps
of the auto-encoders are fed into a sequence of two 1× 1 convolutional layers, one with 512
feature maps and the other with the number of body joints needed for a specific dataset.
The 1 × 1 layers are trained separately after the model has been fully trained. All auto-
encoder’s residual blocks have between 256 and 640 filter kernels per residual block, where
blocks with higher resolution (bigger feature maps) have a total of 256 kernels. The kernel
count increases by a factor of 96 each time the feature map’s resolution decreases, ending
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with residual blocks with 640 filter kernels at the lowest resolution.
The networks were trained on a 6-core Intel i7-4790K CPU, 32GB ram, two NVIDIA
GeForce GTX TITAN Black GPUs with 6GB of memory each, using the Torch7 library
[Collobert et al., 2011a] and the Adam optimization method [Kingma and Ba, 2014] for 50
epochs with a learning rate of 2.5 · 10−4, α = 0.99 and  = 10−8. Then the learning rate
was reduced two times, to 10−4 for 15 epochs and to 5 · 10−5 for another 10 epochs. After
the network was trained, we trained the final two 1 × 1 convolutional layers for combining
the heatmap predictions of all the auto-encoders, using again Adam for an additional 15
epochs with a learning rate of 10−3, α = 0.99 and  = 10−8, reducing the learning rate two
additional times to 10−4 for 5 epochs and to 5 · 10−5 for 5 more epochs. All network weights
were randomly initialized with a uniform distribution on [-0.01, 0.01]. We used mini-batches
of 4 randomly sampled persons, batch normalization [Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015], randomized
rectified linear unit (RReLU) [Xu et al., 2015] non-linearities and spatial dropout with 20%
probability prior to all convolutions with filter sizes of 1 × 1 and 3 × 3, with the exception
of bottlenecking convolutions in the residual block.
During back-propagation we used intermediate supervision [Tompson et al., 2014], where
an L2 loss is applied for comparing the predicted heatmaps of all auto-encoders outputs
to a ground-truth heatmap. Heatmaps consisted of 2D Gaussians centered on the joint
locations with a standard deviation (size) of 1 pixel. Additionally, when predicting a body
joint’s coordinates, we refined the position localization by fitting a 1D parabola over the
neighborhood of the peak’s (x, y) coordinates by 1 pixel on the x and y axis separately,
obtaining sub-pixel precision before resizing the coordinates to the original scale; see Fig. 5.2
(bottom). The entire training took about 24 hours on the two GPUs according to the scheme
previously explained for the FLIC dataset and around 100 hours for the LSP dataset. After
training, an image of 256× 256 pixels took on average 0.32 seconds to infer all body joints
of a person.
5.4.2 Datasets and Results
The proposed method was trained and evaluated on two popular datasets for single person-
pose prediction: Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) [Johnson and Everingham, 2011] and Frames
Labeled In Cinema (FLIC) [Sapp and Taskar, 2013]. These datasets were applied under
the same conditions as detailed in Sec. 5.4.1. Evaluation was done using the standard
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Methods Head Shoulder Elbow Wrist Hip Knee Ankle Total
A 95.2 89.0 81.5 77.0 83.7 87.0 82.8 85.2
B 96.8 89.0 82.7 79.1 90.9 86.0 82.5 86.7
C 97.0 91.0 83.8 78.1 91.0 86.7 82.0 87.1
D 97.4 92.7 87.5 84.4 91.5 89.9 87.2 90.1
E 97.8 92.5 87.0 83.9 91.5 90.8 89.9 90.5
F 97.2 92.1 88.1 85.2 92.2 91.4 88.7 90.7
Ours 97.7 93.0 88.9 85.5 91.5 92.0 92.1 91.5
Table 5.1: Performance comparison on the LSP dataset (eval. protocol PCK@0.2), where
method A belongs to Belagiannis and Zisserman [2016], B to Lifshitz et al. [2016] , C to
Pishchulin et al. [2015], D to Insafutdinov et al. [2016], E to Wei et al. [2016] and F to Bulat
and Tzimiropoulos [2016].
Methods Elbow Wrist Total
Sapp and Taskar [2013] 72.5 54.5 63.5
Chen and Yuille [2014] 89.8 86.8 88.3
Wei et al. [2016] 92.5 90.0 91,3
Newell et al. [2016] 98.0 95.5 96.8
Ours 98.3 96.0 97.2
Table 5.2: Performance comparison on the FLIC dataset (eval. protocol PCK@0.2).
Percentage of Correct Keypoints (PCK) metric [Johnson and Everingham, 2010], which
reports the percentage of detections that fall within a normalized distance of 20% of the
torso size (PCK@0.2) of the ground truth joint positions.
We first evaluated our method on the LSP dataset, which consists of 10,000 images for
training and 1,000 images for testing. We also used the MPII Human Pose dataset [An-
driluka et al., 2014] to augment the number of training samples, as the other methods used
for comparison in Table 5.1 did. This dataset’s body joint annotation follows the same an-
notation scheme as the LSP dataset, and it contains around 28,000 annotated persons as
training samples. We applied the person-centric (PC) annotations. Our model achieved top
results on almost all body joints with an average PCK@0.2 of 91.5%; see Table 5.1. We
also evaluated our method on the FLIC dataset, which consists of 3,987 images for training
and 1,016 for testing. For this dataset, we report accuracy using the metric introduced by
Sapp and Taskar [2013], who only used the elbow and wrist joints for benchmarking. Our
method also shows state-of-the-art results, reaching 98.3% PCK@0.2 accuracy on the elbow
and 96.0% on the wrist joints; see Table 5.2.
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5.5 Conclusions
We presented a method for joint detection for articulated human joint position estimation
using a series of residual auto-encoders. The proposed method employs a regression-based
ConvNet composed of a series of deep residual auto-encoders connected end-to-end and
trained jointly. The resulting model is then used as an ensemble of models by combining
the responses of all individual auto-encoders along the pipeline, in order to convey the final
prediction output. Heavy data augmentation and strong regularization were used because
the network is a stack of auto-encoders with more parameters than previous state-of-the-art
models [Newell et al., 2016].
We achieved top-performing results on the LSP dataset, with an average PCK of 91.5%
for several body joints. On the FLIC dataset we achieved state-of-the-art results with a
PCK of 98.3% for elbows and 96.0% for wrist joints.
In future work we will extend the model for the detection of joints and poses of multiple
persons in a scene.

Chapter 6
Concluding remarks
This last chapter outlines the work done in the present thesis with the contributions
and some guidelines for future research.
6.1 Summary
After a short introduction in Chapter 1, a brief overview of the themes of object recognition,
human action recognition and deep learning was given in Chapter 2. It addressed the concept
of object recognition and which cortical regions are involved in detection and representation.
Also, an overview of the most relevant classic techniques for object recognition was provided.
It addressed the perception of human activity in both human and computer vision, also
briefly relating human action and body pose perception with cortical areas and processes
involved in the brain. A brief description of several strategies for human activity recognition
in computer vision was provided. For deep learning, an introduction to this sub-field of
machine learning was provided, along with some examples of tasks in computer science
where deep learning, and especially convolutional neural networks, has greatly progressed
the state-of-the-art.
Chapter 3 presented initial work developed during the course of the thesis. This work
addressed an application of biologically inspired vision processes to human-robot interaction.
This involved using a single camera for detection of heads and hands. Also, by using optical
flow information, a detected person could be tracked. Gestures were recognized by matching
detected and annotated keypoints with those of templates in an internal database. This
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allows a person to interact with a robot by giving it orders or feedback. The framework
provided by this work was discontinued because it did not provide sufficiently good results
for the tasks of pedestrian detection and human pose estimation. ConvNets provided a
better framework with better results for these tasks.
Chapter 4 presented a method for pedestrian detection based on deep neural networks
with multi-stage feature combination. The method employed and improved the Fast R-
CNN framework, where multiple convolutional features from different processing stages were
combined and used to increase performance of the detector. It was demonstrated that
combining features from an earlier stage with those from a later one improved the accuracy
in distinguishing pedestrians from background. Also, it was shown that combining global
features with finer details helps to perform better when these features are fed into a couple
of separate networks, which are later combined in a final stage of the model. Benchmark
results on the popular Caltech dataset showed good results in comparison with other state-
ot-the-art algorithms, ranking at the 6th position of the top 10 performing algorithms with
an overall miss rate of 17.40%.
Chapter 5 presented a method for joint detection for articulated human pose estimation by
using a series of residual auto-encoders. The proposed method employed a regression-based
ConvNet composed of a series of deep residual auto-encoders which are connected end-to-end
and which were trained jointly. The resulting model was then used as an ensemble of models
by combining the responses of all individual auto-encoders along the pipeline, in order to
convey the final prediction output. Heavy data augmentation and strong regularization
were used because the network is a stack of auto-encoders with many more parameters than
previous state-of-the-art models. The method achieved very good results on two popular
datasets for human pose estimation. On the Leeds Sports Pose (LSP) dataset, it scored
top-results with a PCK of 91.5%. On the Frames Labeled In Cinema (FLIC) dataset the
proposed method achieved state-of-the-art results with a PCK@0.2 of 98.3% for the elbows
and 96.0% for the wrist joints.
6.2 Contributions
This work provided several improvements which can be extended to other ConvNet-based
methods/frameworks involved in human pedestrian detection and body pose estimation.
These are summarized in this section into two topics concerning pedestrian detection and
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human body pose estimation, and they are also the basis for future research that will be
presented in the next section:
• Pedestrian detection. The main contribution was the integration of multiple fea-
tures from different stages of a deep ConvNet to improve detection accuracy. While
most detection methods do not take advantage of more information available in the
ConvNet pipeline, here the usefulness of employing more features maps besides the last
convolutional layer was investigated. Additionally, it was also investigated how several
sources of features in a ConvNet pipeline can be combined and how their combination
affects the final accuracy. Another contribution of this work was the analysis of the
performance of several different types of architectures for using multiple feature maps.
The knowledge provided by this work can be extended to general object detection,
increasing the importance of the research developed in this thesis.
• Human body pose estimation. The main contributions proposed in this work
can be summarized in four distinct areas: (1) With the increase of the number of
parameters of the auto-encoder networks in the pipeline (by increasing the number
of feature maps as the resolution decreased), the overall accuracy of the network in-
creased, yielding a small trade-off in processing time and memory usage. (2) The use
of stronger regularization along with heavy data augmentation provided an increase
of the robustness of the network to over-training. (3) Sub-pixel precision for more
precise body joint localization helped to produce better body pose predictions. (4)
The combination of multiple predictions obtained from the network’s auto-encoders
at all stages into a single weighted heatmap prediction effectively provided additional
accuracy to the performance at negligible cost. These improvements helped to increase
the efficiency of the proposed ConvNet method, but all improvements can be used in
other ConvNets and other applications.
6.3 Directions for further research
The work of this thesis yielded several achievements in both human person detection and
body pose estimation tasks. Despite the good results in detecting persons and recognizing
human body poses, further improvements can be introduced. Regarding person/pedestrian
detection, it would be of interest to do more extensive testing on other datasets to assess
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the performance of the proposed method. Also, it would be of interest to try other types of
region proposal algorithms besides the ACF and LDCF methods, like the region proposal
network used in Faster R-CNN [Ren et al., 2016] to produce high quality detections with a
much faster processing time than the current ones. Another aspect to take into consideration
in future work would be the use of other types of ConvNets for feature extraction like ResNet
[He et al., 2015], GoogleNet [Szegedy et al., 2014a] or DenseNet [Huang et al., 2016], and
test other architectures for object detection and classification that can be trained in an end-
to-end fashion without a need for region proposals such as YOLO [Redmon et al., 2015] or
SSD [Liu et al., 2015b]. Finally, it would be interesting to use additional information like
optic flow and stereo disparity for object recognition. However, this can be tricky because
very few available datasets provide video and/or stereo images.
Regarding human body pose estimation, there are also improvements that can be done.
For example, residual blocks can be designed in other ways which may yield improvements.
For example, using inception-like schemes, wider features, bigger kernels, etc. Auto-encoders
can also be designed and combined in many different ways [Baldi, 2012], and there exists
many different types of auto-encoders [Bengio et al., 2013; Makhzani et al., 2015]. Extensive
testing on more challenging datasets would help to improve the current method. It would
be also important to extend the current network detection scheme from single detections to
multiple detections of body poses in an image.
Since many architectural choices in deep learning schemes take inspiration from many
brain processes (like ConvNets), it would make sense to spend more time and attention
to the brain with the purpose to both augment our knowledge of how our brain functions
and how to take advantage of its processes and transfer them to the computer vision field.
This does require a collective effort from both human and computer vision research, but
the combined effort could definitely unlock new solutions and lead to a whole new way to
address tasks in computer vision.
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